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SUMMARY
The application of the complex variable to the theory 
of elasticity by Muschelishvili and C.A.M. Gray, in cases 
where the shape being investigated can be transformed to
the unit circle, leads to an infinite set of simultaneous 
equations in an infinite number of unknowns (x^, say).
Results are normally only possible by successive 
approximation and then only if the equations are in a 
suitable form.
This thesis attempts to find solutions for various 
such sets, and particularly for the change cf section 
shape.
In most cases, x^ does not approach 0 as n approaches 
infinity and so consideration of only a finite number of 
terms would not be expected to produce good results. 
However, by choosing suitable initial values for the xn 
and inserting these in the equations, the infinite series
so formed can often be determined analytically, and made 
to agree very closely with the right hand sides. In this 
way, solutions were found for various sets of equations.
The stresses in a long cantilever with concentrated 
end loads were completely determined. In the case of the 
change section, the most difficult part, that of 
calculation of the sum of the principal stresses, has been
done, although not with such satisfactory accuracy as for 
the cantilever.
NOTATION
. 1 — — _\p = Airy stress function = -g-( zQ + zQ + m +w) 
x x  = <3X = normal stress in the x-dirn.
/N +yy = o = normal stress in the y-dirn.
xy xy shearing stress m  .y-dirn. on plane normal
to x-dirn.
'n /v . • _ , . ,rr,00 . r9 equivalent stresses m  polar coordinates
n = + A-io + A 2 a 2 +.
9 / =  be + + ba^2 + .
to r Bo + B la + B 2 0 2 + ♦
P = intensity of point force
z = complex variable in plane of shape transformed
cj = complex variable in plane of half-plane
£ = 'complex variable in plane of unit circle ‘
x = variables in simultaneous equations reduced to real eqns 
$x = amounts which have to be added to initial values xR 
P = ricrht hand sides of first boundary equations
Qn = right hand sides of second bound ary
un = en + id =-s n coefficient of
r n ♦Ç in z .
b._ = «_• + i B = coefficient of rn .1 m Qn n nn .v = x ± —  for cantilever ^n n T' ■
h = lesser width of change of section shape 
k = greater width of change of section shape
a - ' —  )2 a ' h
A = k_
■ 7T








= coefficients of sets of cans.
= amour it which has to be added to l.h.s. of eqn. 






A = 1  -  X 2 + X ~ . 
B = Xi -  X 3 + X 5
& = value on closed contour in complex plane (usually unit
circle)
G = variable angle in polar coordinates 
r = variable radius in polar coordinates 
a = radius of circle
= particular angle in polar coordinates 
Jf = particular angle in polar coordinates 
Jr = a contour of integration
X*,Yy= boundary point loads applied externally in x and y directions
respectively
ft = 4i/(Xy ilY/)*
a = constant in ochwarz - Christoffel transformation
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Derivation of stress distribution can be made'generally
and analytically for simple cases only. In more complex
cases, approximate and highly particularized solutions
# i-hcare often all that are available. In the case when.two- 
dimensional shape is a polygon, the Schuarz-Christoffel
transformation enables us, in theory, to always derive a 
set of infinite simultaneous equations in an infinite 
number of unknowns (the mechanical computations may be 
difficult), the solutions of which completely determine 
the stresses.
Section 2 states some basic elasticity theory, without 
proof, and gives two simple examples which clarify that 
theory. Section 3 gives some more-advanced and lesser- 
known theory which is directly applicable to the method 
being employed. Section h solves 3 sets of equations
which are similar to, but simpler than, those derived 
later. Section 5 applies the more sophisicated method of 
solution to a case previously solved, that of a beam under 
simple loading, and compares the results. Section fi 
completely determines the stresses ir an infinitely long 
cantilever with a concentrated load in the centre of the 
end. Section 7 then finds solutions of the set of equations 
for a beam with a discontinuous change of section, under.
2
two loading cases. The sum ot the principal stresses can 
then be calculated at any point, though a great deal of 
mechanical computation may be involved.
The conclusion discusses the usefulness of this approach 
for finding solutions, and the problems involved.
3
SECTION 2
A BRIEF SUMMARY OF BASIC ELASTICITY THEORY
The solution of two-dimensional problems, without 
body forces, is reduced to the integration of the diff­
erential equation + ̂ 2+ 0 (biharmonic equation)
having regard to the boundary conditions.
Then
! yfOv- 3.2 bj
yy" 8 ^
y 3x 9y
(See ref.l pp. 26,2g e.g.)
In polar coordinates, the above equations are
___ t1 9_ 1 92
3r2Tr 3r P a e 2
and rr= — 4r 3r r 2ae2
-?lii3r
¿0=1- ,* J>  L i l ± .  L ( 1  M L)r2 39 r ar36' 3 r V  36'
i f à l ü A  dJk+L-s _ n
} . ar2 +r 8r+r23e 2 } ‘°
e e = „ „ 2
(See ref.l pp. 55-57)
As an example, consider the case of a force at the apex 






when &=-a 00=fe = O
A stress function ip whicn satisfies these boundary 




_ 2Asin6 ?Bcos9 
r r
( As r+0 , rr-̂ oo, so there must be a concentrated load at 
the apex)
If we take an arbitrary force F at angle y
X=Fcosy Y=Fsiny . . , (1)
Component in x-dirn. of force on PQ 
, ra ~X= J rr ds cos0 
simly.Y=/_ rr ds sin6
so X = -/a; ^ ^ l .n6-f?Bcose(rod9)cos9
ro
(Note that on any arc PQ , resultant force is independent 
of r)
X = -B/ 2cos20d<9
= -B( + 2o.+~ ° ̂ ̂ )
■X=--B(2a+sin2a) ]• . . (2 )
simlv. Y=A(sin2a-2a)
Equating eqns.(l) and (2) gives
Fco'A ~ Z s d n x ~A sin2a-2a B = 2a+sinia
5
In particular, for a perpendicular force on the half 
plane,




SO üi-FrQsinQ r Tf
a n d  r r = | £  - c o s  6
ihe complex Variable has been applied to the 
mathematical theory of elasticity in a similar way, 
but more recently and to a lesser degree, as to the 
solution of Laplace1s equation in two-dimensional cases of 
heat transfer, electric fields,etc..
Following Muschelishvili (ref. 2), 
let ^ = ̂(ẑ +zi2+(jo+aj}
ft=fl(z) U)= f 2 ( Z )
2
Vi2,J,= 42-1^ _ 1.0,
Y d z d Z = -rp. )
= R e a l  p a r t  o f  q' ( z ) a n d ,
since the real or imaginary part of any function of a 
complex variable is a narmonic f unction ,71 **̂ = 0 
(so \j satisfies the biharmonic).
Also v i 2 \p z + jM' =x yy + xx
6
similarly xx - yy -2ixy = - -yCzft + to")
So, knowing ft' and to", we can find x"x, yy, and xy.
Boundary conditions
^  X y
4i/(Xv + iYv)ds = fi + zn' + u' (ref. 2)
The great advantage in using complex variables comes 
from the ease of using conformal transformations by 
simple substitution of new variables. The theory becomes 
even more advantageous when use is made cf Cauchy’s 
theorem to evaluate a regular function at any point 
within a closed contour as a contour integral around 
that contour.
The theorem states (ref. 3 p. 93)
If f(z) is regular within and on a closed contour C, 
and if £ be a point within C, then
So if ft is known on the boundary q , we can find it■at any 
internal* point.
Also, if to 1 = Bo + Bic + B i n 2 *...
Now if ft (O') = Ao + Aid + A 2d2+... on the boundary C
= Ao + AiÇ + A 2 C2 +...f t ( Ç )
cl f
f/>c fs  s? J
7





Bo + B 1 a . _■ ■ + z
1 1 , 1z z-X  dz= 2tTT




= l_i' =n ç C
Similarly z_ç1
SO i n / 0)■'dzz-Ç
dz =0 
B~o rd
“ 2 tt i > z-t,J  -  r
r>”2,3 , .
Bo
Now the boundary condition is 
î + z^/+co/=!+i/(Xv*iYv)ds
=Fi+iF2 (sayjwhere Fiand F 2 are known for any
particular case. W
Taking °̂ both sides yields
n ( U + 2T i | z r i c +r° = 27ii(Fl+iF2)f e  (̂ )
As an example of the previous theory, consider the case of 
the unit circle with point loads at £=i, £=-i
(z=e J Î 5 plane
8
The value of Fi+iF2 can be taken as on CDA
i Pana +~- on ABC
then r,tir, = 4i/(Xv«iYv)d,|fp°;nc“ c
_L f fF, r tda_ _ _1 r r*‘ 2Pdc . 2Pda-i
27ri^(Fl"lFi>0_C - 2 ~ ^ T  * L ~ o = T >
=2iP 1 OKa ^ JIT fi0,- -£
^=Ao+AlZ+A2z2 + . . . 
so ^ = A i + 2A?z+3A3z2 + . . .
it; =a i +^-2+!4j + . . .
(also see p . 1& )
and
z!T2z  = z A i  +  2 A 2  +  “ —  +  . .
1  r _  — '  d z  _2 7T i
noting z = l/z for the unit
circle.
\-zn.z ff-? = A iC+2A2
so eqn. (1) becomes
2iP.fi(5)+Ai5 + 2A2 + B0 = - — logSi— S 
differentiate with respect to £
n ' ( 0 +  a *i = r)IT 1 0A -£. ac - V
. ' ir ' i H ' i - r
»'(««A, = -IE ^
also »'(?) a IE fnfrj,
(5 )
To find lo, we take the conjugate of eqn. (.3 ),
VIZ 'fi+ziJ/+w/ = Fi-iF2
This gives, similarly to the above,
Ao + 2A2 + 3A3?+‘tAi,52 + . . .
+io'(?) = Je,62i_z|
TT a Oc “ C
</'(5> = ]i^T-(3A3-4.2A ^ - 5.3As?2 - . . 0
9
N o w  Q ( C) = A  i +  2 A  2 £+ 3 A
3 c 2 + 4 A ^ 5 3+
a n d = ~ A i - - ( i -TT v
- 5 2 + 5 “ - 5 6 • •
s o a 3
1
"  3 '
U P
TT
A „ = 0
A s
_  1  
~ ~ 5 ‘
U P
TT
A e = 0
A 7
= i U P A  8 = 0
7 ' TT
s o  ,u S U > = . i ?TT
' 1  , 
1 + 5 2 '
- u- p (
TT
n 9 r 2 + 5 5 -
U P 1 1 U P 1 - L 2
~ TT l T p ~ tT  ( 1 + 5 2 )
0) vc t- >
_ _ 8 F
TT
1 1  
( 1 + 5
2 ) 2




Real part of A -~~-
but as A x is real Ai =
so from eqn. (5)
/ , \ T~ UP ( 1




e.g z = 0 
( £ = 0 )
xx+yy =-2£TT
/•*. A r\ • 1 / , /7 \xx-yy-2ixy - ( z q  + co )
so xy=0
- P
X X  = ——
TT
- 3Pyy = - —
TT









x x + y y  = 2 P1 l + v  f*~ TT i-y* _I f 8 P S S 8 P - 1y y - 2 i x y  = 2 ^TT ( 1  + C'2T 7 '" tt * ( 1 + C V
I f 8 P _ y _2
- j i tt ( 1 - y 2 ) 2 " tt (l-yz)‘= L”  o 8 P  1~ 2 tt y -1
- 4P 1 „
tt l ^ y 2
xy = 0
s\ _P_ V 2 + 3 
it 1- y 2
z=x xx ? (1-x2) * tT (1 + x 2) 2
y y ’ TT (i + X 7 ) ^
xy = 0
The previous problem was artifically simple, 
however, because of the simplicity of the shape chosen
i.e, the unit circle. To investigate the stresses in more 
complex shapes it is necessary to transform them, by a 









It is not always possible to find a mapping function 
which transforms the required shape in the z-plane to the 
unit circle in the ¿r-plane5 but In the case of a closed 
polygon this can be done and the transformation is due to 
Schwarz and Christoffel.
The Schwarz-Christoffel transformation maps the interior 
of any closed polygon onto the upper half of the co-plane. 
The co-plane can then be mapped onto the unit circle by a 
simple transformation.
where A is a constant, a,g y, . . . are the interior angles of 
rhe polygon and a,b,c,... are the values the corresponding 




APPLICATION OF SCHWARZ-CHRISTOFFEL TRANSFORMATION 
TO THEORY OF ELASTICITY
Section 3.2.1 Derivation of left hand sides
of simultaneous equations 
Reverting to our boundary equation
Q(a) + f(a)ÏÏ(a) + w^(a) = F x + iF2 ( J O
m t Ìwe wish to find 9 and u)z z
where fì =z dz
and z = f(Ç) transforms z to circle |ç| < 1
Let io' - aç t aj,£ + a 2 ^ id < i
Then using Cauchy’s integral, we obtain
01 A = 3 ô  where $ is a, contour <?/ ¡niejr-ationLTfi ^
and equation (X/) above becomes
rut) =7n
Differentiating with respect to ç gives
j ? r D ¿ L ir e (h r if -,
f  j £  I ! i-~r
*  S M J / "
A s s ume ( i r r l J j -  ( F ‘ )  —  Jj/l §
and the equation becomes
__ 'ST'P  ct ̂  /_Z
j'T, ̂ ^
à -  % )
f c o n  - M
Let n(z) = bo + bjÇ + bjÇ1 + ... 





then dz = u x +2u 2£ + 3u3£2 + •••
and -­£  ‘T ■ J j . ' S l t  '— ¿ ¡ r c  4 ■■)(,(),7  + JU- y. Jj f ■(T cT ‘
a i d
( d a
~ (U q h-Q t Ujh"x t U j ̂ 2  •••) t v U * H  q ^ U 2^1 ^ U jF 2 t
+ ^tuabo + + u »»F2 + . ..) + ... since only
positive pov?ers of £ remain and
c/' H-J— f -7 O  ' d a
= ( u i b c  +  U 2 ^ x  + U 3*F2 +  . . . )
+ 2(u 215o + u 3b 1 tu»»b2 + ...)5 
3(u 3F o + u i»5 1 + u sb 2 + . ..)£2 +- * ’ *
Equation (3.£) becomes
(bjj + b x £ t b 2 £ 2 + ...)(ui + 2u 2 ? i + . . .)
= *yPr f  - (uibo * u 2b 1 + U 3b 2 + ...)
/teO _  —  -
-2 (u 2b 0 + Ujb'j + u wb 2 + . ..)£ - 3(u 15̂  + u HFx + ) c 2
c o e f f . of ^0 gives
ui b + (u bo + U 2 bi + U3 b2 + . » .) = Po 0 1 . . (23)
e ‘ - t ui bi + 2 u2 bo + 2 ^u2 bo + us bi + m  02 + ...) = Pi - • ( 3- * )osi • • ui b 2 +. 2 u 2 bi + 3u3 bo + 3(u3bo + u»* bi + . . = pz . . < 2.5 ;
s 3. . . ui b3 + 2u2b2 + 3u3 bi + 4u»* bo




To find a)T , take rhe conjugate of the boundary equation 
i . e .
Again using Cauchy's integral gives 
/ / *~ \ t0) (V ¿ r r c o -  $
Now = b 0 + bj5 + b2£2 + ...
so Qz = fnldz
= /(b0 + biC + b2?2 +.,..)( ui + 2u2£ + 3u3C2 +...)d5 
=/(boUi + ^(biui + 2b2u2) + £2(b2ui + 2biu2 + 3boU3>
+ . . .  ) d C
= C + boui£ + 'i‘(biui + 2boU2)C2 + ...
Then
^ s k j s i i T  " T  "  ,
<«'<!>> = Z O a  i k — d  ( g k ( 2 S l l £ j )
Zt'O O '  J 5̂ ° ^
using 7 h f / F ' ' ~
/ // _  _Now J positive power terms of
_  3 —  —j
^ _ U o + J -  + - i p  + .  . . ) ( b o  + bi £  + b ^ *  + . . J
= ( U0 b0 + 11̂ !  + ”u2 ^2 )
 ̂u0 ̂ 1 + U1 ̂ 2 + • • • )
-  "
and
^  ̂i  Ug b2 ^ Uj bj ^ • • . )
d % { i K — |_ J T lJ  a - Z J
= ( u ob i + TI ib 2 + u 2b 3 + . . . )
d e
4*2^(Uob2 + u lb 3 +...)
+ 3 £ 2( vI ob 3 + u ibi ,  + . . . )
16
Equation G&7) becomes
ai + 2a2? + 3 a 3 Z + = I q Z t  -(uob! + uib2
4-0 r ' + )
-2 (TI0b 2 + u,b3 +...)£ _ _ _ _ _
Coeff of rogives ai + TTobj t H 1 b 2 + ... = qo - . ( 3 S )
Z x 2a 2 + 2 (iT0b 2 •■+ u x b 3 + ...) = Qi • • & .1 )
z 2 3a3 + 3 (u~J>b 3 + û bt* +...) = q 2 • - ( 3  ‘ ° )
etc.
Once the b ’s have been found by solving the infinite set of 
simultaneous equations with infinite unknowns (eqns . J3*N> J.6 ) 
the a fs can be found by direct substitution in these eqns., 
after calculating the Q's.
^Section 3.2 2 calculation of right hand
sides in a particular case .
To find P , P , P , ...0 1 2 5
take the typical case where the unit circle has 
concentrated unit loads at +i and -i
17
The value of Fi + ÌF2 can be taken as 
on CDA and +|i on ABC.
Then L _  jcp, + iFa, ^
, r  r ̂2ir.i. I I 2 Pd 0U 0̂  o-c 
then , - < ' K i ) £
■ - ¥ \ h  -  ‘  "
- 'if 1'"ir 1 + Ç2
= -— f l-r2IT 1 '
2Pdg
Or o-£
since and cf*, - ~C






But % \ F J <f O'* ̂ ¿ F F j \  F ~í by conve;rtion»
■4PÏÏ




SOLUTIONS OF EQUATIONS OF SIMILAR TYPE TO THOSE 
ENCOUNTERED IN THE ELASTICITY THEORY.
IS
SECTION U.l
TYPE OF EQUATIONS INVESTIGATED
J.S to 3.6
An example of the type of equations that equations become
xi + xi + 7 x 2 + 3X 3 + ... = 1
1 1 1
X 2 + TXl + “3X 2 + *X3 + ... =-l ( 4
1 1 £
X3 + IXi + * x 2 + 5X 3 +... =1 (t-b3)
1 1 1
Xi», + uXi + 1X2 + “ix 3 + ... =-l (4--b)
etc *
and this set cf equations shall be used to give an example 
of two methods used in the sequel to solve the equations 
obtained.
No success has been obtained in trying to extend 
the theory of convergence by a successive approximation 
method in the finite case to the infinite case.
All that has been attempted, when deriving equations, 
is to make the coefficients of the diagonal elements 
predominate in their respective rows and to make the right 




METHOD 1 (»PURE ITERATION»)
Section 4.2.1 Theoretical method.
Find Xj from equation*./, letting x2, x 3,,..=0; 
then find x 2 from equation*^ using the value found for 
x i kut letting x 3, Xi»,. .. remain equal to 0. Then go back 
to equation4*/ and find Xi , letting the other x !s remain 
constant, find x 2 from equation 4*2 and then x 3 from equation 
4-3. Then find xj from equation 4«/, x 2 from equation //^x3 from 
equation 4*5, x»* from equation 4*4, then loop back to equation 1*
Section 4,2,2 Discussion of computer programme used and 
results.
A computer programme written in FORTRAN (PR0G1) is
shown. The values of each x^ oscillated between slowly
'converging1 limits as each new loop was performed.
e.g. on the loop which calculated x h s , the programme
calculated x i=.6764313, x --1.1088249, x =.943647,2 * 3
x =-1.0354112, x =.9751291,...
x =.9983780, x =-1.0015819, x =.9983453, x =-.9912218.*♦5 6 it 7 •* B
and on the loop which calculated x %9,
xi = .7093965 , x 2 = -l.084 6967 , x 3=. 9636028 , x„ = -l.0179970 ,
x 5= .9907800 ,... x„5 = l.0023050 , x * 6 = -. 9977354 , x„ 7 = 1 .0022255 , 
Xif8 = -'997 7 052 , x^ 3 - . 9920676
21
and on the loop which calculated x 50, 
xj = .6/684913 x 2 =-l. 108 52 55 , x 3 94 38896 , xk = -l.0352043 , 
x 5= . 3753102 . xk 5= . 9983801 , Xi* 6 = -l, 0015817 , xH 7= . 9984566 ,
xn8=-l.0015065-, Xij 9 - .3984259 , x 5 0 = 9915599 .
Obviously x^ ±1 , as n-*«>,
but the 1 convergencef of the oscillation of the x's is 
somewhat slow. See APPENDIX A Sect.l and the computer 
listing of PR0G1 for further details.
The second method is designed to give an accurate 
result more quickly.
SECTION 4.3 ‘
METHOD 2 ("SUCCESSIVE APPROXIMATION")
Section 4.3.1 Theoretical method.
In this case let Xj = l, x 2 = -1 , x 3 = l, x k=-l,... and 
evaluate the left hand sides of the equations. Then adjust 
x 3 to make equation4 »/hold, use the new value of Xj in 
equation 4 ĵ and calculate the change in x 2 to make equation 
hold. Using this change in x 2, calculate the new change in 
Xi required to make equation^-*/ hold and use this new value 
to find the new change in x 2 required to make equation 4.-2 
hold.« Then calculate the change in x 3 required to make 
equation 4-*3 hold and loop as before.
The details are as follows:
Call ARi, AR2, AR 3 , etc. the amounts that must be added to 
the right hand sides Ri, R2 , R 3 , etc. to give the values 
1 5 -1, 1, -1,... Then adjust xi to add ARi to Ri. Adjust x2 
in equation4-3 to add AR2 to R2, noting that the change in 
xi affects R.2 . Then go back and adjust xi taking into 
account the new value of X 2 , then adjust x 2 considering the 
new value of xi.
Then adjust x 3 in equation 4-3to add the appropriate 
amount to R 3 to make equation¿*3 hold. Then readjust xi, x2, 
x 3 and go on and calculate the adjustment required of Xi,, 
and so on.
The evaluation of the l.h.s’s of the equations was 
simplein this case but can be extremely difficult as will be 
seen later.
l.h.s. of equation ¿¿.J ,
= 1 + 1 - 4  + + - +  + •
= 1 + log 2 using log 2 = 1 - 4- + - 4  + * • •
So -log 2 has to be added to it to make it equal the r.h.s. 
Thus ARj = -log 2B P B B1I gl iJW i HIM I I it a f - f i  '
l.h.s. of equation ¿—3
= -l + 4-" 4-+ +  - -f+ • ■ •
- *“i°ge2 '
so AR2=-1 + loSe2 •
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l.h.s. of equation //..5
= 1 + -y - 4” + ~ + - • •
= 4 + loge 2 
&R3=i-loge2 
and so on.
Section *4.3,2 Discussion of computer programme used 
and results.
A FORTRAN programme PR02 solves the equations by this 
method.
The convergence was very good, a* i (the amount needed 
to be added to the initial value of x t ) being -.30515 at 
15 terms, a maximum of -.30508 around 23 terms, and -.30515 
at *40 terms. Other x fs converged similarly. Note that the 
value each x converged to is the mid-point of the oscillation 
in the ’pure iteration’ method.
For further details see the computer listing PR02 
and APPENDIX A Sect.2.
SECTION U . M­
. TWO OTHER SETS OF EQUATIONS SOLVED BY 
SUCCESSIVE APPROXIMATION.
Xj + X I + X 2 + X - + “ 1
X 2 + ““ir 1 + X 2 + ~ X 3 + * * * =
X 3 + -4pr X i. H i  X 2 X 3 + • • • -1
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and
Xj + X| •S' -J"X 2 + 3 + . . . =1
X 2 + -J’X 1 + + x  2 + i-x 3 + . . . =0
X 3 + -Vxi + -¿*X 2 + fx 3 + . . e = - 1
x<, + -¿-xi + 2 + "TX 3 + . . . =0
X 5 + -ixi "b<2 + "fx 3 + . . . =1
X $ + “¿~X 1 + 4 X 2  + 4“X 3 + . . . =0
were also solved using method 2 .
For further details see APPENDIX A Sects.3 8 4
SECTION 5





Section 5,1.1 Derivation of Schwarz-Christoffel
■ Transformation.
For a first example of this method applied to the
solution of an actual problem, consider an infinitely
long beam of width ^ w ith p o m f  con p n ess/v c. / o a d s  & p p h ec /
t c  o p p cS/^gf p o i n t s  or) t h e  S s c / e s n 
If the width is any other value, say a, the values






F ' $ ' C
5 ‘
U /°J
Although the beam is infinitely long we can consider 
it as a closed polygon which comes together at 00.
Then it can be opened out at C.
~oo on the z-plane coincides with 0 on the ^-plane.
+°° on the z-plane coincides with ® on the co-plane. 
°°+iTi on the z-plane coincides with -«> on the co-plane. 
Points E and B on the z-plane can be arbitrarily 
given values of - 1  and + 1 respectively on the co-plane.
a 7 1Then ^  = ACco-O)^ since the interior angle at C 




To find the constant A :
for Z = ìtt co = _i
then logw = log(-l) = i'n-
so A = 1
width is a , A = ”
and Z -  — logco tt °
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It is now required to make a further transformation of UJ 
onto the unit circle.
F *
oJ - fi fe *
e 9- -- - - > 8 ‘1
C ^ j  C ' C'.cj -/I '
The transformation is 
0 0  -  i








$5 — /> A?s?c.
Secticn 5.1.2 Derivation of infinite set of simultaneous
iiN log i i t | ecuations.
= i tt r 2 r 3f  + C - f  + T
r £
- ...) - (- g - fg •••1
7o(co1
Z = • TT F 3 1“  + 2 ( 5  + X  + r 5T  + • • •)
s o , i f  2 = u 0 + U j 5 J- u 2 5 2 + ...
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- _ X M _ 0 _ X _ i-
U 0 ~ 2 5^1 - 5^3 ” 2 ’ ^5 ”  ̂ 5 •••
U 2 = U - U 6 — ••* - 0
If we take the beam loaded as shown, this corresponds to 
the loading shown on the unit circle, for which we have 
previously found
Po = - 4_PIT ’ p 2 = ^  , p.
4 P
“ " TT ’ * ' *
Pi = p 3 = p 5 = ... = n
3  3  i~o 3 6̂So eqns. Aon p 1L become
2 lb, •f (bo + 4-b2 + -Hu + ... >) = _ 0 LTT
2 (bi + 2 <-fbi + -̂ b 3 + -fb s + . .i • >) = 0
2 (b2 + 3 .4*b o + 3(H>o + H >2 + *̂-bi» + ... >) =
4P
TT
2 (b3 + 3 .-̂ bx + 4 (-|“b x + H  3 + • * ♦ n  - . 0
2 (b„ + 3 .*̂ b2 + 5 r ^ b 0 + 5 (-̂-b o + "fb 2 + • • • >) = _ TT
and so on.
Let bn = an + i 6  , then the equations of the
imaginary
coefficients are all satisfied by Bn = 0 for all n, 
and the equations of the real coeffs. are
ac + (ao 12 + ■fa«* + ... > =
zr
“ TT
ai + 2 (Hxi + i a  3 + -fa 5 ' • • • > = 0
az + a o + 3 (*i*ao + H i  2 + H u  + ... > =
2P
TT
a 3 + ai + ** (*ta i + “fa 3 + H s  + • • • ) = 0
a»* + a 2 + ao + 3 (iao + ~ta2 + iai» * • • • > =
_ 2P
TT
as + a3 + ai + 6 (4tx x + “fa 3 + " h a s  + • • • ) = 0
and so on.
The equation obtained oy subtracting eqn. (5*1) ffom 
eqn. <5-3) is given the name "(EQN A3)", the equation
obtained by subtracting eqn. (, 5.3) from eqn* (5*5) is 
given the name H(EQh 45)" » and so on.
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oti = a 3 ~ a 5 - ... = 0  satisfies the eqns. .
Lett ing C*0 = 2P—  XjIT 1
2P, ax = — x2 2P, a 2 = — x 3 , , • •
gives
(5-1) X1 + (x^ + 4”X 3 + 4x 5 + . . . ) = - 1
(5-3) x 3 + X.! + 3(-Jrx, + 4-x 3 + 4 x 5 + • • • ) = 1
(5.5) x 5 + X 3 + X i + 5 (-£-x i + 4x 3 + 4x 5 + ••• > = - 1
(5-7) x 7 + x 5 + x 3 + Xj + + 4 x 3 + •.. > = 1
|
and so on.
Then^taking eqn .(513) - eqn ,(£L), eqn.(5.5) - eqn .(i3), and sc on
gives
I '
(5-3) -£.l) (EQN A3)' x 3 + x 3(|- -•}-) + x 5(f - i) + ... = 2
(<5.5) -fô‘3) ( EQN A 5 ) ; x 5 + x 3 ( -̂ - -|-) + x 5 - -̂-) +. . . = — 2
(5.7) -(5.5) (eqn A 7 ) ; x 7 + x 3(4 --f) + x 5 (-fi - -§0 + ... = 2
(¡5.9) -(5.7) (EQN A9) x$ + X3( fr- 40 + Xs^f-j- 40 + ... - - 2
and so on.
SECTION 5.2
CALCULATION OF ft*.---:----- -------  Z
Section 5.2.1 Calculation of coefficients of .
To solve these equations using method 2 , let
à 3 — 2j X 5 - 2 5 X 7 — 2 , X 9 “ ~ 2 j ...
then l.h.s’s of eqns. (A3), (a 5), (a 7), ... are 
(A3) 2 (l + (*f ~ 40 - (4* ~ 40 ~ (4" ~ 4*̂ +...)=C 3
(a 5) 2 (-1 + (4* - "4*) - ( t  - *f) - ( h  - *f) +...) = c 5
(A7) 2 (l + (i - f  ) - ( h -  f) + ( h ~  fr> + . . . ) = C 7 etc.
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C 3 = 2 + 2(3(4 - 4  + 4  ...) - 1 ( 4  ~ 4  + 4 “ - 4  • • • ))
= 2 + 2 (3(■—• — 1 - \) - ( 1  - £))
C5 =-2 + 2(5(4”- 4 + 4i• • • ) - 3(4' - 4 + 4 -  . . .))
= - 2  + 2(5(1 - 4 + 4 - ) - 3(-J - 1 - 40)
C7 = 2 + 2(7(4 - 4i + 4r...) - 5(4*- - *4“ + 4r- ...))
= 2 + 2 (7(—- - 1 -4+4-4) -5(1 -4+4 " 4))
and so on.
So, if AC is the amount that needs to be added to C to
make it equal to + 2 or
a c 3 = -2 [3(—• - T ~ q r > .
AC 5 =
- 2 ,
( 1  - rr) 2 x .1418
2 ¡5(1-4 + 4 - *f> - 3(~ - 1 -4)_ 2 x .0506
AC 7 - 2 [7 - 1 - 4~ + 4“ - "f) “ 5(1 - 4 + 4 - ”|*)
* -2 x .0252
The amount by which the are required to change 
(DX(R)) was calculated in the same manner as before by 
the FORTRAN programme BEAM2. i.e. x3, x s, x 7, were 
calculated .Then equations*/ was used to find x x .
The following results were obtained:
DX (3) ,= -. 20328 
DX (5) = -.06194 
DX(7) = -.02653
DX (9) = -.01352 
DX (11)~ -.00786 
DX (13)= -.00474
DX (15)= -.00325 etc.
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A g a i n ,  t h e  c o n v e r g e n c e  w a s  v e r y  fast.
T h i s  g a v e  x x - - . 6 7 1 0 8  c a l c u l a t e d  f r o m  eqn. S •/.
T h e  v a l u e s  o b t a i n e d  are th u s
xi = - . 6 7 1 0 5  xj = 1 . 7 9 6 9
X 5 = - 2 . 0 6 2 0 X 7 = 1. 9 7 3 5
X 9 = - 2 . 0 1 3 5 Xl 1 = 1 . 9 9 2 1
Xl 3 = - 2 . 0 0 4 7 e t c .
t h e n a 0 = - . 6 7 1 0 5 2P x TT = b 0
a 2 = 1 . 7 9 6 7 x —TT- ' -b 2
ou = - 2 . 0 6 1 9 2PX —TT =b.
Û 6 = 1 . 9 7 3 5 2PX -—  TT = fe$ etc.
a n d b i =: b 3 1
1 tr cn II * • • 11 O
T h i s g i v e s tn z w h e r e
fi,z
+0&it b i Ç + b 2 5 2 + b 35 3 + « « 1
See' A P P E N D I X  B for e x t r a  d e t a i l s  on p r o g r a m m e  BEAM2.
S e c t i o n  5.2.2 S p l i t t i n g  of i n f i n i t e  series into two
m o r e - m a n a g e a b l e  s e r i e s .
q ' z  = bo + b i Ç + b 2 Ç2 + . . .
I f f - . 6 7 105 + (2 - . 2 0 3 2 8 / Ç 2 + (-2 - . 0 6 1 9 4 ) 5 “TT ^
+ ( + 2 - . 0 2 6 5 3 ) 5 6 + . . .)
= if (- 2 + 2 Ç2 - 2 5 “ + 2 Ç6 - ...)
+ i f f l . 32895 - ( . 2 0 3 2 8 5 2 + . 0 6 1 9 4 5 “ + . 0 2 6 5 3 5 6
TT v
+ . 0 1 3 5 2 5 8 + . O C 7 8 6 5 10 + . Û 0 4 7 4 5 12 + ...))
01. - _ itf* 4 t ? + ~ f i .  32895 - ( . 2 0 3 2 8 5 2 + . 0 6 1 9 4 5 “z ir 1 + 5 ' it
+ . 0 2 6 5 3 5 6 + .013525® + . 0 0 7 8 6 5 10 + ...))
3 3
Section 5.2.3 Stress calculation at critical points. 
When £ = ±1 i.e. z = ±°° ,
the above formula gives i)’z very nearly equal to 0 as 
expected.
When £ = 0 i.e, z = iy
n 'z = - - i(l. 32895))
U P-- - ~  X . 3354TT
I '
Section 5.2.4 A well-established solution and com­
parison of results.
A solution to this problem has been given by C. A. M.
Gray in reference 5 p. 266 .
In this paper a slightly different transformation is 
used but the equations are otherwise the same. The method 
of solution of the equations is less sophisticated and 
the results are, for P = .5 and width 2h, 
ft' = — f - .658 + 1.790?2 - 2.050?“ + 1.958?6 - ...)Z TT  ̂ J
which is very close to the solution here.
S E C T I O N  6
CALCULATION OF STRESSES H CANTILEVER WITH CONCENTRATED
LOAD IN CENTRE OF END
The case considered here is one of compression only,
A column of width TT and infinite length is under plain strain 
from a normal point load applied in the centre of the end.
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SECTION 6 . 1
TRANSFORMATION FUNCTION AND DERIVATION OF 
SIMULTANEOUS EQUATIONS.
P
z = s m -i i+r • TTTs
r - sin z - i 
" ~ 1 " i sin z
dz __ 1 + jg
d£ 'yi + 2 i'^gT^ 2TcTF
(l+in - fi+ni 
(l+i£ ) 2
. „__ u i r . n
' n ' A - v  ' (i+i?)r
_  ----------- / ?  .
(l + ic) A - C 2
N ow, expressing 1/Cl + ig) and 1/(1 - r2)* as infinite
series, we obtain
Uz.
¿ 5 = / 2 ( / “ i J  -
- J % 6 . .r-c.5'-- r * -
. . / , -¿_ r; ̂  / ijL £ ̂
/.-S' ¿6 /J 7 /i; 7 ?
t w  5  ̂  ̂r. s J  *■ • ' )
= /2[l + ?(-i) + 52C4-1) - iC3(i-D + C^C-f-i+l) 
-iC5 (-f-4-+D  + + •••)
The above values calculated for the Ur are substituted 
in equations (3.3) to (3.6) (and the other implied equations
in that group) and the corresponding equations thus obtained 
are given the names ¿0, ei „ E2 and so on. That is, eqn* (3.3)
becomes eqn. EO, eqn. 0*4) becomes eqn* ¿1, and so on»
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Integrating with respect to Ç give
z - / ,\ , Ait-~ /««f*-- t* ̂ é
*- ( ii S J,? _ -4
\ & £— £ +
■J s
?' <r ̂ i - A S i
and u0 = ẑ -.Q = sin”11
This gives us, with our u'̂ ual terminology,
Ul = /2 u2 = -§/z
U 3 = ( i~-1 )jV 2 U«t = - i (4“ 1 ) i~/2




* Z i i i y1 2r+2u2r+l
3  3 fo3>(, onSo eqns.^ p 14- become :
EO. b0
+ ( b0 ~ “|bi + 4-(4"-l )b2 - ) b 3 + ) = ^2
El. b i - ib0
+ 2(-|bo + y(*ir-l)bi - 2 -1 )b2 + ~~(“f--44-l )/y-. . . ) =*^2




+ 3 ( -gl-Dbo - “ (i-l)b! + ¿(f-l+Dba ..)=5 |
The equation obtained by adding eqn. i,EIj and i times 
eqn. \,E0) is given the name “ ̂ EQiM A l )M > the equation 
obtained by adding eqn. (,E2) and i times eqn., tEI) is 




K  ~ c 4 - * ( * “̂ 4 ~ 1 ( i ~ d ^ s ¿ ’ d b - ¿ ( £












p 5 = 0
0 and so on.









P and so on.
For the moment we take them as 
-1, 0, +1, 0, -1, 0, +1, 0, etc. i.e. let P = -~£. a,n<j
with this assumption, we calculate our bo , bi , b 2 ,





Add each equation to the previous multiplied by i (noting 
r.h s ’s. are ± 1  or 0 /. "
El + iEO (EQN Al)" bj +
bi (-|-(i"-1 ) + + b2i (-'j(i'-l) + -yC-̂ -l)) + b (-|(~§--T''rl)
+ ~  (£• 1)) + b«» i i-|-('i-4-J‘l) + -|(|---Hl)) + b 5 (yC H  -1 +i -V 
+ 1 ) ) + . . . - - 1  
E2 + iEl (EQN A2) b 2 + -jD0 +
bo (■§("i’-l) + 1 ) + bii(-|’(i-l) + -|("̂ -1 )) + b 2 (|(*J-4+l)
+ {(^-l)) + Fsi(-f( i-i + l) + \ 0 - - k  + l ) )
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+ bi» H  “4+4-1 ) + ^(t -2^-1)) + ... = 1
E 3 + 1E 2 (EQN A3 ) b 3 + ~ bl +
bi  (|~(4 - 4 + l )  + -~<4 “ 1 )) + ~ 2i ( - - g ( 4 - 4 + l )  + - | ( 4 - 4 + l ) )
+ S 3 ("7 ( ̂ 8-l“+i*~l ) + -|“( 4“4+l ) ) + ... = i 
E 4 + i E 3 (EQN A4 ) b* + ~ b 2 + - | b 0
+ b° + qj'(4"-l ) ) + bii(- 1 ) + ~('e“-i"5-1 ) )
+ b l  [ j ( H - h î - i )  + ~~(̂ +1)) + b"3i(-|( W-4+4-i)
+ ^ ( 4 1  -•4+4 - 1 )) + b*» ("g'C H K - 4 §+4 - 4+1 ) + “■ g(4 f  - 4 +4 - 1  >t - - . = - 1£5 + iEH (EQN A 5 ) * i 4 -  #-
+ S
. f si JL, ¿-A * 0 :+^£/-3- - 6 ( ' i  .v)) *■ c^ (
'  4 i l l % ; i£ 
/(*■ *“
3 . J~ - dF /®-?
+  bZ ,
/ JJl£ _ ' ̂  t  - acT ^ - i)
. C /(£*- _ à? y
ïo  ̂’Wu~ ***
J L / '* * - b A h i " . 9 '  ■■
• — - i
E 6 + i E 5 (EQN A6 ) bt ^ ¿¿by. * i t kz f ~£A /*
+ %>(iz_ / l£ . , 5.7 i -i * s ii * x¿F 1* -d ) t  ¿>. 6 - t ' .
+ £ ­
7 { J u - f + ' i - ' )  +
. -
= 1
L e t  b = ot + iB  n v*n pn
T ake  t h e  r e a l  c o e f f i c i e n t s  o f  e q u a t i o n s  A l ,  A3 , A5 , .
ai + ai (~§(4-l) + + 32 (-|-(2“1) + -|(4-D)
+ a 3 (̂ ■(4-4"f 1 ) + ~qr ( 4“ 1 ) ) + 3 »+ (. . * ) + ••• = 0 
a 3 + .-|ai + ai (^('4-4*1 ) +-|(*4~1)J+ 32 ( . . • )
^0^3 ( • • • ) " * ’ • • • ~ 0  • • • •
and t a k e  t h e  i m a g i n a r y  c o e f f i c i e n t s  o f  e q u a t i o n s
A2, A4, A6 , • • «
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3 2 + "1^0 - 3o rojeo (4- 1 ) + ! ) + a! ( -  -̂ (ir-1)
— 3 2 ( .  . • ) + ot 3 ( • 1 +• • 1 T • • ♦ = 03 t. + 4 2 + |6o - 3 0 rojoo + a 1 ( .  • * j  t > ( = 0
Obviously ai := a 3 r a 5 = • • • = 0
and 3o :-  62 r 3 *♦ = 36 = • . . = 0
is a solution of the above equations.
Now taking the real coefficients of equations EO , A2, A4, 
A 6 , ... and the imaginary coefficients of equations Al,i
A3, A5, ... (again simplifying the right hand side in the
case of equation ECj).
Real of joto + (oto - + -^(4-1) ot2 - qyC-r-l) 3 3 +
EO -“ (-£-4+1) ou - - “ (-£-4+1) 35 ... = -i (6 .0)  
3i - 3i (|(i-l) + -4" ; 1 ) + 0t2 (— |(4-1 ) + -j(4-l)) . 
- 6 3 (| (1-4+1 ) + ~  (4+1 )) + ou (-| (£-4+1 )
+ 4-(-£--4+1 )) - 3s ( ~ ( H “- £ + 4 - i ) + “ (4-4-+1 )) ■ ■
+ . . . = -1 (6 - 0
I m a g i n a r y
!
of 4 1
Re a l  of 
A 2
a 2 + -|ao + ao (i(i"-l) + l) + 3i (--^(-r-l)
+ - ( i - l ) )  + 0(2 (-|(-8--i-+l) + -fj-( "2-1)) + P>3 )
+ (•§■-Í-+1)) + OU ( H - i ’+i'-l ) +
+ . . . = 1  (6-£)
I m a g i n a r y  
o f  Û 3
3 3 + -|si - 3 1 (-(-1-4 + 1) + -|dr-l)) + 0(2 (--^(T-i-+l)
+ ~|(-8-£-+l)) - 33 (-y(H-'Hi-l) + -|-( I--4-+1 )}







1 3c*4 * y « 2 + qTCXo + l ao Bi (-|(f-i+i)
+ |(4-Kl)) + « 2 [|(H-i-+'r-i) + l)) 
+ Bs (-|( Kl) + ~y(‘H-'i>4--i)) +
B5+ 33 + ~Bi - Bi (|( H-3vk.i) +
|-("f-i-+l)) + a2 (~-|( U-i+ k i ) -f ~ ( H _i>i-_i))
- 3.3 (’Ic fH- H+'|--4+l) + -|( H _ b> r~i))
* a t * (“ 1 0  ̂ ‘♦’®+ 2+i) + |( B+ i -  4+i))... = - 1
1 3 ISas + “Ou -f ~az + +|a0
(- £ ( '̂2-1) +  ̂( J-|-1+4-1)) +
a 2 (f( 3“H "  H +i~4+1) + )
* M - r o ^ - H + i - i + D  +/|(W “ H +i-i+D  j +
+ & o + B i *
- 1
gECTiON 6.3
RESULTS OBTAINED FOR bR BY ITERATION PROGRAMME 
For the purpose of programming, we let
& 0 “ Bl ~ ^ Z 3 CX 2 ~ X 3 5 33 ~ *4 5 *
and solve for the x ’s.
ITERATION PROGRAMME
The equations were solved by iteration as previously. 
The programme looped ^0 times, thus calculating xx to x1+0. 
The value found for each x oscillated over a cycle of 4 
iterations, each Mth giving approximately the same result. 
The average of each 4 iterations varied very little - see 
the table and the programme listing.
This average could be assumed to be the most likely correct
( 6 4 )
(6.6}
value (this will be borne out later by the successive 
approximation method).
Note the little difference between the averages of
x 29 ) x 3 3
X 3 q ■> X 3 *♦
X 3 1 5 x 3 5
X  3 2 ,  x  3 6
The right hand sides in this programme were actually taken 
to be ±100.
The values shown are 100 times the values obtained by 
taking r.h.s!s = ±1.
Note that, after division by 100, the resultant values have
to be multiplied by
to give ao, 3 1 5 ot2 > O 3 > etc.
Also x , for high values of n is very nearly equal to n ’ 0 M-P±/2 = 1.4142 so the answers are .
See Appendix C Section C.l for details of the programme
CANT ITER.
xl x 2  ...... _ x3 x4 |
last 4 itei ations i1
-6 G . 3*4 -120.37 145.00 140.18 !
-72.21 -111.26 153.96' 135.22
-65.95 -119.32 146.08 142.73
-72.65 -111 .55 153.83 135.54
SUM -277.15 -462.50 . 598.87 553 . 67
previous 4 iter ations
-6 6 . 2 0 -120.69 144.71 140.15
-72.36 -111.03 154.24 134.95
-65.73 -119.44 145.92 143.08
-7.2.88 -111.26 154.05 135.48
SUM -277.17 -462.42 598.92 553-66
AVGE -69.29 -115.62 149.73 138.41
x5 x 6 x7 x 8
last 4 iter ations
-141.92 -145.37 138.26 141.28
-144.28 -140.43 142.28 138.54
-110.58 -142.75 139.53 144.01
-145.06 -139.33 141.36 139.94
SUM -571.84 -567.88 561.43 563.77
previous 4 iterations
-141.93 -145.62 -138.14 141.18
-144.30 . -140.46 142.44 138.31
-140.43 -142.65 139.54 144.23
-145.25 -139.04 141.35 140.03
SUM -571.91 -567.77 561.47 563.75
AVGE -142.97 -141.95 1 4 0.36 140.94
4 3
------— — - ------ -
_ x 2 9 x3 0 x31
r - • 
x 3 2_______ ___ .
last 4 ite rations
-Itti .61 -142.79 140.50 140.94
-Itti.51 -141.99 142.22 139.88
-140.78 -140.93 141.30 142.71
-142.6tt -139.80 141.12 142.06
SUM -566.54 -565.51 565.14 565 .59
AVGE -141.63 -141.38 141.28 141.40
x33 x34 x3 5 x3 6
last 4 ite rations |
-141.60 -142.66 140.61 140.95
-141.45 -142.04 142.17 139.97
-140.84 -140.94 141.35 142.60
-142.51 -139.89 141.11 141.82
SUM -566.40 -.565.53 565.24 565.34
AVGE -141.60 
1 ■■*"■ - ■ ■ ■ -
-141.38 141.31 141.34
SECTION 6.4
RESULTS OBTAINED FOR bR BY SUCCESSIVE APPROX-
Section 6.4.1
IHATION METHOD .
Calculation of initial values (Method 1)
As a first approximation, let
Bl = - / 2  ct2 = / 2
33 = / 2  ai* = -/ 2
35 = - / 2  a 6 = / 2
and, for compatibility, let ao = - / 2  
This value was chosen because 
= l -  r + i " - ' W  + f H  - ...
and so on f
which will make the first section of the equations 
(eqns.6.0 to£.G shown) approach the right hand side for 
high-numbered equations. Also, the solutions found by 
iteration approach ±/2 . For the moment, allow 
3 1 = - 1 , (X2 = 1 , 3 3 - 1 , a i* = - 1, etc. and calculate 
the r.h.s’s.. This then must be multiplied by /2.
Then l.h.s. of eqn. (6-/) is
- i + +-|) + (- | ( * - n  + | ( 4~ n )  - ( | ( ^ + i
- 1 )) + ( - ^ ( + ”̂(■§"-4'+i))
+ (- -|(H-|+i-l) + EQN (1A)
c' _ q + 1 [-§+'!’- §■+ q-+ t" - 4r-̂ ... )
+ (̂"§‘+l-$'+‘J*+§*-,i-‘§‘+*£,+ ... )
+ *!•■( -2 . . . ) - . . . )}
s - 1 + l( - 2 ( + . . . ) - ( .  . . )) + -^(l + 2 (*i-=4 + . . .)
+ (4--*+*i-. . . )) + ■§■(- 2 ( ̂ -^+4”- . . . ) - ( .  . . ) )
+ ( 2 ( . . . ) + . . . ))
= -  i  -  3 ( i o g fea -  T - ? ) +  + Y - 3 ( 1 ° s e 2
- 3 (1 o g e 2 - 1-^+i-i) + -̂ g . 3(l-i +J-i + i-j - lcg02 ) ...
(The above uses 1 - * + * -  +  + - ... *- ioge2 )
l.h.s. of eqn.(6-£) gives
1 - \ - ((i-l> + 1) " (-£<*~1> * |(i-l))+(f(f-^l> + | ( i - D )  
+ (-f(l--4-+i) + "5 (“&■— "̂+1)) - (̂ ‘iH-l+l- 1 ) +
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ana the next two equations implied in this group 
grouped. The heading of each equation, "LHS (n)Mf 
the value of the left hand side of eqn. (6-n).
S u m m a r i s i n g  t h e s e  r e s u l t s  a n d  w r i t i n g  i n  a w a y  w h i c h  m a k e s
the trends obvious, g iv e s  :
LHS - 1 + -| .l
- 3 ( l o g e 2 - - 3 | ( lo g e 2 - i t F F i )
+ '3‘u | ( i o Ee 2 - 1 - i + i - i  + i - h  - . . .
UiS„ (3 )  ( 1 - f )  -
+ 7(log^2 - 1-i + M j  (i-£+I)
- 7 mlc1 °se 2 - i-j-+
= 7 .| | ^ ( lo g e 2 - ~ j 7 ;  . . - i )  - . . .
LHS (5 )  - ( l - J ’+ i )  +
- l l ( l o g g 2 - l - i + i - i  + k - i )  ( l - i + i - H )
- n - I M i i o g g 2 -
+ 11,3'Mob°ge2 - 1-4+. • • - hi) ~ ...
LH.S (7) . f l—|+1—i-g) - y ( l - W - H )
+ 1 5 ( l o g e 2 - 1^2+ T" . • . - g) ( l - i f+ -| -H + HK)
- 1 5 - 38H0 ( l o g e 2 - 1 ~ ^ +  • •
+ 3-3 • 4G080 h ° g e2 ~ -H) - ...
4 9
LHS ( 2 )  (I-2 ) - Y  +
- 5(l-i+| - logg2) (1-J-)
+ 5- f ( loSe2 -
- 5.i|(loge2 - T l :iT774j + ...
'jHS (14) - (i-l+l) - +
\
LHS
+ 9 (1 + £ _ loge2) (l-i + i)
* ♦
i6) (l-*+*-«) - if +
-  1 3 ( l - | + i -  + f  ~  l o g p 2 )  ( l - 4  + l - H )
+ 13'38M- ̂ loge2 1 
_ ~ ̂ • 33149 (loge 2 - I - . . . - Iti ) + ...
LH.S (,9.) - + ++ 17 (i-i+777+i - ioge2) ( l-l+ i-J-i + rH) - 17 - 384o(loee2 -
_ 3-7'4 60 8 0 h°Sg2 ~ + •••
They have been split into the odd and even equations to 
show the patterns. In particular
1,5,9, » • «
3,7,1 1 , . . . 
2 ,6 ,1 0 ,... 
4 , 8 , 1 2 , . . .
go together .
A programme was written to evaluate these left hand sides 








Naturally only a certain number of terms were taken. 
The result oscillated depending on the number of terms 
taken and the mean of the oscillation was taken as the 
correct V£lue.
These calculations are redone in programme CANTINF so
this programme is not shown.In CANTINF, the value of the
l.h.s. of equation is also found.See the listing of
CANTINF and also APPENDIX C Section C.3.
Note that the average for any 4 approaches So, if' * v i
we had taken ±/2 as our original values the l.h.s's would 
approach ±1, which indicates we are on the correct track 








Calculation of initial values (Method 2)
Before going on and successively approximating, we 
will calculate the l.h.s!s by a second method and compare 
the results.
We make the same initial value assumptions
ifte expression headed "LhS iIAJ" is again the value 
of the left hand side of eqn. (6.IJ*. It is headed thus to 
show that it follows on from the expression labelled "EQm (JA) 
on p.44„ uimilarly, the expression headed nLHS (2a )m is the 
value of the left hand, side of eqn. \ 6 . 2 ) f and follows on 




a 0 = ß 1 = -1
«2 = 3. = 1
äs* = ßs = -1
LHS(IA) -1+™ ■ 3*
+ (1 ) .i+(■$•-
+ (I4><*-1 + 1)
( 2 “ v 9-$(1 _ J- _ 2^8
etc.
2_ 3 2  L5_
'5*8 7*48 * • *
>(1 -1 ) -(1 ~1 )(1 - D
= -1 + 2 (l-sinh ^l) - rrlfä + (1 -1) rrlrs
+ (-1-4 + 1) + (1-1+1- H  ) r f r ? - .
. _T l 3The above uses sinh 1 = 1 +st-t-
sinh"’'̂ x =/■( 1+x2 ) ”^dx
= / (1 -lx2 + 1x4 -4"e><6 * • • 
- x - ^ x 3 + r H x5-«rH^^7 +
— 1sinh 1=1- 2-4~3 + g"T“5 ~ (Hr4“7 + • • •
1 0 5
)dx
LHS (2A) (1-1) -1.4 + i“. 8-r. H  + - . .
+ o - (*2 -i) (i-l) +(1-1) (i-l) - (1- i) (1-1+-J)
+ (4-i) (i-1+l)-(1-1) 0-1+1-11) + (‘i-i) (1-1+-*-H) •
= (1-1)-3 (l-sinh“1!)+(1-1)$.H  5-(1-1+1)5 :1“7 
-(1-1+1-H ) tt1 t-9+ . . .
LHS (3A) ( l - ¿ 0  H  + . .
+ <i-£)d -i) -(£-l)d-i+f-) + (*-£>d-i+|>
“ ('8'-“) ) ( 1 --̂-+ J-|-)
- ( fe-i ) ( i -i+1 - H+ H4 )+ c ìj- Ì q) ( i - i“*~I - H+B4 )
= ( 1-J ) + H (sinh”^l-(l--rHi ) )
+ ( 1 -1 ) y v l  \ s + ( 1 -1 + i ) 7 - ( 1—£+■§•- irî ) 7̂ i~̂9
- d - Ì-+ $ - H + H4 ) rrfirri i + . . .
LHS (HA) -(1--Jr+|-) . f+f-» H . -Hrl+ • • •
+ ( f-| ) ( l-4*+'4) - ( 4--̂ ) ( l-i+ 1 ) + ( (~f~ k) - (-§•- &-) ) 
(l * ((Vi)-( h - W  ) (i- i+3 - H  * “H R  ) •
= -(1-I-+I) -5 [sinh-1l- ( 1-j-î-y)]
- ( - ( l”i + f~ k i  )
+ (l-i+i-H + HK > -inrro-T-ri+ • * •
LHS ( 5A) 3- H + - ♦ •
- ( ■ M ) d - +  d - K i - ü )
- ( ( ri-'f ) - ( rf~ rE ) ) d - . . . + H 4  )
= - ( l - i * + l )  + 6 ( d - r H  + e^"5 ) - s i n h  ^ l )
- (1 - \ +'f* ) 3-."g"r'7 - (1 +4 ” 44 ) • T? 6*9
+ ( l - i + 4 - H  ) •T7ri'rTi + • • •
etc,
5 3
Obviously these series converge very quickly. A 
programme was written to evaluate these left hand sides 
and the following results obtained:
(1) -. 869148 ( 2) .115 94
(3) .69610 (4)-l.10918
(5) -.72199 (6 ) ,36854
These results were very close to those obtained by the 
first method. For further details see APPENDIX Section C.2 
and computer programmes RESIDUAL 2 RUN 1 and RESIDUALS RUN2.
Section 6.4.3
RESULTS OBTAINED FOR b FROM PROGRAMME ----------------------  n ---------------
The results of the first method were used to successively 
approximate.
A programme was written to do this, calculating the .
amounts which need to be added to the initial guesses to 
give the actual values.
This programme, CANTINF, is shown, and described in 
APPENDIX C Section C.3. •
The results converged very rapidly and were:- 
.72509, .25672, .07965, -0.02965, . . .
(See last 5 lines of listing output by CANTINF).
' To obtain xi, X 2 , etc, these values must be added to 
±/2 i.e. 1.4 142
This then gives xi -.68912
54
x 2 = ->1.15749 
x 3 = 1.49386
Xi* = 1.38 4 56 etc.
Compare these with results obtained from the first 
programme which used straight iteration. They are very 
close to the average values calculated there and fall 
very nicely within the oscillation. Again note they must 
be multiplied b y - 7̂7;.
These values then are used in a programme to calculate 
the stresses.
This programme (CAN2) reads the values punched out on 
cards by the first programme and calculates and prints 
out the actual values of a 0> B 1 , a2, 6 3 , . . . and thus
bo 5 bj , b2, etc.
These results are:-
b0 = -.62042 
b x =-1.042111 
b 2 = 1.34495 
b 3 = 1.24655i 
b«* = 1.28698 
b 5 =-l. 27907i
etc.




Section 6.5.1 Theoretical derivation of n& .-------------  — - ---- - ---— - ------- - ------—n
Before proceeding to calculate the stresses at various 
points by programme some more theory is required.
Remember Z=u0+ujg+u2?2+ . . . 
where uo=isinh“^l
U ! = / 2
u 2--~/2 "
u 3 = (r-l)j/ 2  
Ui* = ~i(i-l) ^ / 2  
U 5 = ('i-i'+l ) ^ / 2  
u 6=~l( J-i+l)-g-v/ 2 
etc.
and
EQN 3 . 8 ai^uo b i+u i^2 + • • oO'II•
EQN 3 . 1 2a 2 + 2 ('u0b 2+u 1 b 3+ . • •) = Qi
EQN 3 . 1 0 3a3+ 3 (ifob3+u"i bt* + . . .) = q 2




Obviously, knowing Qr *s and br !s, we can calculate the ar fs. 
However, the equations are not in a form to give an accurate 
calculation with a finite number of terms.
The values of bR have been listed out in the programme 
CAN2 and are called xR where
n even ̂
n
Equation n referred to here is the nth equation in the 
group 3.8 to 3.10 (and other implied equations) shown on p.3 5 . 
xhat is, it is the equation
5 7
Also calculated and printed out are y , where
i Xn = "Sr + yn n = 1,2,5,6,9,10, . . .  £
\  xn = 4  + yn n = 3,4,7,8,11,12, . . . J
(the constant force P is ignored here and introduced 
when necessary.)
The y^ are of course merely ^ " t i m e s  the values calculated 
>by the first programme VIZ the amounts which have to be 
added to the initial guesses to give the actual values.
The results were
y x = .62581 
y 2 = '.23113 
y 3 = .07171 
y i» = - •0 2 6 6 9 
y s =-.01374 
y 6 =-.00583 
y? =-.01036 
y 8 =-.00403 
y 9 =-.00883
y io = - . 00 222 '
l.h.s. of EQN n becomes n=l,5,9,13, . . .  I
n£J-n+rl (( iiro ( +yn+ ’ > + m  ̂ +yn+ 2}+iÏÏ2 (?+yn+3}
+ul(-J-+yn+-,) + iu“ (-J+yn+ 5 )+tr5(+^+yn+6) + . . .)
=n^n+n(iTr°yn+I+,TTyrl+2 + itr2yn+3+ • • •)
||
i-iüô+cn+iü2-ü3-iu;+ . . . }TT v *
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When n=2,6,10,m, . . . 
l.h.s. of EQN n
=n4 n+n (u0 (-i+yn+j) + iu t (J+yn+ 2) +iT2 (-l+yn+ ̂ ) + 
+iC4 ^ y n+ 1,)+u,(^yn+5)+ . . .)
=— n+n(Tr°yn+i+ilriVn+2+ * * * }'ST (uo+iui -u*-icn+ . . . ) 
Similarly when n=3,7,ll,15, . . .
l.h.s. of EQN n
=nV n (tr'>yn+ 1 +i’riyn+2+ • • 0  
+^?(iTr0-a-i-iu‘2+iT3 . . . )
and when n = H , 8,12,16, . . .
l.h.s. of EQN n
il n
=ncfh+ n i'r°y n + i + • • •)+1, (-uo-iu'i+uz + iirs . . .)
Note that the second infinite series is always
. -(u"0-u~2 + ul- . . . )-i(\T1 -u3 +\T5- . . .) multiplied
by ±i or.tr.
It is easy to show that this is zero:
Z= u 0+ U i£+ u 2£ 2+ . . .
When £ = -i Z=0 (see transform diagram)
and Z/r = -ij =uo ~iui-U2 + iu3+ui* - . . .
(EQN 6. a)
is purely imaginary 
is purely real,
“1(U j-U 3 ̂ U 5 . • ») —0.
• • #= U 0 -U2 +Ui» -U 0
- i ( U i - U 3+ U 5- . . .)
Since u 0-u2 +uu-u6+ . . .
and ui—u 3 +u 5 .
— (Uq—U 2+Ui|— * • •)
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(Note that EQN&//also proves
sinh-1l = /2 + • • •})
So, for all equations,
r,̂ n+n(u°yn+,+Uiyn+ 2+ . . . ) ?  -- Qn_,
where up and are complex.
Note that, since y ->0 as n-̂ °° a -*0 as n**«>J n n
This does not prove, however that n^n">'Qn_1 as
although empirically this seems so.
n&n is calculated from the programme results by using 
the equations just derived.
See APPENDIX C Section C.4 and programme CAN2, especially 
for the accuracy obtained in using the above series.
Section 6.5.2 Theoretical derivation of o' , n' , fl//
and stresses.
Knowing b and na , we can now calculate Q ̂  Q, '' , and cd".i 1 11 Z Z 4
and hence xx, yy, and xy for any point z.
Find r, using £ = f--- ■ ? ~ «̂
Then use ft' = bo + bi £ + b2^2 + b 3£3 + ...
Q "  = 
u  Z (bi + 2b2£2+ 3b3Ç3 + 4bltÇl* + .  ,' • ■'dz
ii3 (ai + 2azÇ + 3a3Ç2 + + ;dz
•»« §  -  / I ^ J T
As b„ + t -  as n •> °° andn ïï
4 .± ~  when n is large, the above
Çn - 0 .
nan aPPears to approximate to 
series do not converge unless
60
Away from the boundaries, ^  0 as n ->• *> although not 
always quickly. On the boundaries, however, the magnitude 
of Jj is 1. To obtain values on the boundary, therefore, it 
is necessary to split the series into 2 parts, an 
analytically calculable one and a quickly convergent series 
which can be summed successfully by numerical means.
This is done as follows
7. b° t + tezC2 +, + . :t
= ( - —  + yi) + ( - —  + y2)i£ + (-+ y 3 ) C2 
+ (-̂ + y<*)iC3 + + y s)£" + (-“• + y 6 )i£
where the y^ have been found previously.
l. e 4 .n = - ■= - z-U +■ z ^  + z « V  iCz TT TT ' TT ' IT ' TT ' TT
+ yi + yzU + y3?2 + y«,i£3 + ysC" + ... )
= - |(l + i? - E2 - U 3 + C" + i£5 - ...)
+ (yi + y2iE + y 3E2 + y x U 3 + ysC‘,+ •••)
4 1
&'z “ " Til - + (y i + y2 i£ + Y3C + v»»i? + ysC + ...)
Similarly, or by differentiation of ft' , we can find ft'5'z z
e.g 0  '  = 4 r  K  Hz d ̂ z 3 z
4 i 1
= (-tT ci - I? ) 2 + (y2i + 2y3  ̂ + 3y,*ic
+ ‘»ysC3 + S y 6 i ^  +. . .))•—
to // -= (ai + 2a2 E + 3a3E2 + 4a„E3 + ...) 
= <<
+ (S! + S2E + S3E2 + S..E3 + •••))
+ ~ E 2TT
n
-^e " + ...)
(l + i£VA~ET
/ 2
w h e r e  a i  = -  —  + S i i . e .  S i  = -  1 . ( u 0y 2 + U i y 3 + . . . )
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2a 2 = 0 + S 2 i , e . S 2 = - 2 . i u oy 2+uiy 3+. . . )
3a 3 = TT + $ 3 and so on
and, in the programme CAN2, S = AR + i.AI
i. a. = (4-îTç2 + Si + szi + S3?2 + ...) +
Section 6.5,3 Computer calculation of stresses.
Some important points on the diagram can be calculated man-
e ,g,
_ /
Ç = -i ft - z "








Thè programme gave it as -.31357 (about 1.5% Out )
= 0 Programme gave -.0 0006
9 2= — £- . (This was actuallv made equal to — —Z TT " "
since u " — £ as £ i but if calculated in thez tt ^
programme by the normal way would give — ^7 . )
The calculation of ft" and w" are still not particularly
accurate on the boundaries since ny in and S-, inT i c *  n Ci
are not negligibly small. The inaccuracies caused can be 
quite large, especially when £ - 1 since the mav change 
very slowly with n. The following diagram shows the stresses 
at various points on the shape. Each value must be multip­
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COMPARISON OF STRESSES WITH THOSE CALCULATED 
PREVIOUSLY BY OTHER METHODS.
Refer to equation in middle of page 52 of reference 1 
With v = c-$-{, which is equivalent to y=4-^on our diagrarrij
ay “T/ ~ i  ^iffcosF +| | ?  cos2F
UTT-f-i 3_TTX . >+ ̂ £*7tCOS . + • * * J 
= -^g(l + 2 ( .0787cos2^ + .0 0 2 2 c o s’2^x-
+ . OOOO^cos ̂  . .¡I
In our case
Sx = 0 ■
C?y=-2(l+2(.0809>) =-|(l.l618)
=-P (.370) ' cf. -.387 by this method
x =
Oy--.£(1 + 2( .0787cos|- +.0022cos|2))
= _P(.3 4 3 ) cf. - . 352 by this method
x
Oy - (1 + 2( .°787(-.5)
= -P(■292)
+.0 0 2 2 (^-5)))









- H  i.e. y - T i r on our diagram
+ c o s  jtTti
2 ttx
l ♦■f^COS 3̂^ J T T  l
. I  ~ + 1  TTX
c o s  i •  * ■ )
-fj(l + 2(.3300008^ + . 077 8cos^p + .0136cos^p




i_E(i*2 (.,7,7))=.v(1 4 * | 6)
= -P(. 620) cf . -.649 by this method
=4
=-~(l+2{.3808(.5)+.0778(-.5)+,0136(-l)+.0022(-.5)u x '
+ . 0003(. 5)} . . .)
= -P(. 405) c f. - .4 30 by this method
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It is also useful to compare results close to the point 
of application of the load with corresponding points on 
the half plane.
CANTILEVER HALF-PLANE
TTx = TT ■"NXX -.45135 -.608
£ii y y -.61070 -.608
- ■xy -.59899 -.608








INVESTIGATION OF STRESS DISTRIBUTION AT CHANGES'OF
SECTION OF MEMBERS UNDER TWO-DIMENSIONAL STRESS.
67
SECTION 7.1




Consider the case of an infinitely long 'beam' 
under plain strain with width h on one side of a 
discontinuity and k on the other. Then map this on to 
the half-plane in the W  plane and this on to the unit 





C (o tc (*-/•)) 
x= o
k




 ̂U) = 0 "'7T/5 CO =/ to - GU -4-C







k ̂where a = (-pr) > 1
z =-^ cosh“1 (2 ^ - 1  J kir/a
k > 0 




0) = i  + Z1 T T 1
4  = *
dco dz 
d£ * ̂ doj
•----2__ 'A
( l + i £ ) 2 • ~
'/«>
U - l )
(u)-a)'/fc’
 ̂ 2 A
H J I c T 2- ----- 3±i£
2A
ItL ( i + fi+is- la~ i r n ;
(l + i£)(i + £;) * (a+ai^-i-^)^
2A. Cl-i fcU-E)'/* 
i(l + ?z).(a-ir-ri l-airi'/4
i1- ^ )
_ _ 2Ai(l-i)~(l-£)
'/<£dz _ n ___ Q 7-.pl____
d£ - " B  U + o C P U + F ) <•7.-1)
and
where B =— A}, (a-i)
a - -1-ai(a-i)
a-a i+i+a
n + i 2! - -2a+i_( a^zJJ “ 1 + 1 * ^
(Note that the magnitude of a = 1)
As a first case we assume a = H and A = 2 
(this latter is completely arbitrary) i.e.
Then B = .62533 + 2.2576Ui
= ir ,k  = 2TT
and a .1*7055 + . 88235i
Section 7.1.? Derivation of and hence set of
simultaneous equations.
Expanding (7-0
= -b -24 ^ g 3 -... 2^ h r-...)
2rrf,
• (1^ a?+'2i 2T(a?)2-1^ f  (aC)3 + . . . + (_l)r 1-3.5.. . ( 2r-l )ar^r , ̂
• ( i - 5 i +e%- 5 s+ . . . + ( - D r 52r+ . . .  2rr! j
■elf = " B( 1 + ? ( 4 - i a ) + C 2(--z^T7+(-i- )(- iTx) + l . ( i H r a 2) )
■+53( - iH t » - ( -T^TT ) ( -|o )-4 (- i i -^  a 2)-n .  (-».-■3' .5a 3 ) )
2s 3 !
*-3i + ) ( 4 ^ a 2)- t (-4Tr4 f3a 3 )+ i Ĵ i 4 i - 2a
+ jr/_1.3.5...(2r-3) 1.3■5■..(2r-5)f 1 1.3.5...(2r-7)
-r- . - I ns; v 2 a '~ ---7CT2-------2r . r l (r-1)/ (r-2) {
( J L  a2)-
2 2 2
- i»3.5...(2r-3-2s)f 1.3.5...(2s-l) s.
2r-s(r-s>! * ' W T : ----' “
+i(-l)r'-1 1-3.5... (2r-3) ar-l+(_2 )r 1.3 ■ 5 ■ . . ( 2r-l) rl+ •) 
2 2r-1(r-l)f' 2r r i J " ’J
(l-C2+5‘*-C6 + .. . + (-l)rC2r+...) (~>.z)« f t eqn.
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ÍJ — s £ / + S ( - ì  ¿ 4 's U 'l ' Á r U y - ^ /  l - 0 ’ 3 ' ( t ^ h  +( - S ' ) ( r - í - 0
■ - * ( - & / ) * K - M # •/
/ '  /. 3  / * )  ~L
~ J~<Z
//. ,<¿1 _ / /  / s .S"  /S\ , .
~ L ¿ «? <^7
[ - / }  \  /-/?^ 7¿ Ÿ f / ~ ^ - 4 r / ~  /g //- 3 /->) -Z- / '3 -S  ,A ̂ ”  C J  [i. -?d*£ / '¿>3 3 / ^ s3 / ^  J
Ô * *  +
^ j X ( ~  X X t T ^ -  ŷ - S  í ^ ' 7) / - 7  /->| S.s.s. . (jt-3-4>) „
/.3S. . . &-')/<* ¿ f  ,
~ - * W  *  ~  '••---* * 7•̂V.'
o . '¿b
' J
y /- / / . ¡ . ¿ . . . f a - * )  / *,) /. 3 .3 . / j * - ’! ) ¿ 2 _  /->/_. ,_ / .¿ ¿ ...( ¿ t - ? - * )
(
y. J. J ,  ' . ’¡.¿.■■'(•¿'i-t-3) / S S .  .fAA-e s) / U A /. 3.S. . . (JA-Í -7 )  / 3 /•»)
r l  ‘ c2'*-r (U-tJ/ '  t"*^7 ■ • •
y-
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c0 1~ r-+ 1.3.5,..(2 r-1-3-2 s)
0r-t-s , , \ /2 (r-t-s);
(-1)s 1.3 . 5 . . . ( 2 s-1 ) a'
2 s s/
(-1)= n i (  -
f'&cj à*0
provided when (2r-t~3-2s) or (?s-l) negative, the 
product 1.3.5... = 1
For this configuration i.e. a  = -.47059 + .88235i
d ̂
—  = -Bi(-.44l£ - . 091r 2 + . 6 34 £3 4 . 3 S S ç *
- .  5 8 8 ç 5  _  , 5 i i 4 ç 6  + , 38 6 ç 7 + . . . )
-E(l - .265£ - 1.4 52 £ 2 - ,034£3 + 1.476£“
+ . 258çs -  1.320F,6 -  .325£7 . . . )
Refer programme CALC as described on p.74 for details 
of the values of the coefficients of £n .
Using value of B
= * (- 625 + 2.2 58i) (l + £(-.265 - .441i)
+ £2(-1.452 - . 091i) + £ 3 (-. 034 4 . 684i)
+ £“(1.476 4 . 395i) + £5(.25B - . 588i) ...)
Integrating, and taking B = + (.525 + 2.258i),
Z - Uo 4 (-.625 - 2.258i)£ 4 £2(-.415 4 .437i)
4 £3 (. 234 4 l.llli) 4 £“(. 391 - . 088i) '
+ £5(-.006 - .716i) . , . Eqn,
and Uo = Z when £ = 0 i.e. when w = i '
*/cZ,
(?■ <t)
and Z(u = i)= Icosh-U^fff-1) - ^ cosh ■1 i(a+l)-2a(a-1)i
= Uo = .595 + Ll. 365i when a=-4, A=2
Now if Z = Up 4 u 1 £ + U2£2 4 U 3£3 4 . . .
frojp pqn, {7-4) we know Ui, U 2 , U 3, ... and can substitute
S* 3 To 3- b on
these values in eqns.A p. /4 and calculate bo, bi, b2,...
Consider two loading cases : 










'l „  /  * -  H  /  IT .  .  .  ( 1 )
> ~04i/ir . . . ( 2 )
The right hand sides are then -i times those for case 1,
Letting un = en + i<Dn .
3  3  +c 5 6
and = aR + iBn , eqns .A : (p. 14 ) become :
(0 i + i  cp i ) ( a o + iB o) + (( 0 i +i(J) i ) C c: o-iB o) + ( 0 2 + i<i>2 -^B i )
+ ( 0 3+ i(j) 3) (a2-iB 2 ) + •••
(0 i +i(f>i) (ai + iBi ) + 2 ( 0 2 * 1 9 2  ) (ao+iBo) + 2 ( ( 0 2 +i<J>2 ) (cto-i3o)
+ (03 + iq3 )(ai~iBi + ••• ) = 0
(0i+i<M>(a2 + iB 2 ) + 2(02 + i<J>2 )(oLi+iBi> + 3( 03 + i<|>3) (ao+iBo)
+ 3 (( 0 3 + i<j) 3) (ao - iBo' + C 0 «♦ + i u ) (ai -iBi) *
_ (U / TT . . . ( 1 )
' ’ * ~jj-Lti/7T...(2)
)Cct3+i33^ + 2(02+i<|>2) ( a2 + i s 2) + ^(03 + i(j)S) ( a i +i g 1)
+ 4 ( 0^+i^i* ) (ao + iBo J + 1*^0-. + i((>«»̂ Coto-iBo^ .
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and
Ct 0 = X l 6 0 -ai X 3 Bi z
Of 2 = X 5 0 2 mü
6 i r Ai « 1 —
0 2 A 3 <j>2 z
0 3 = A 5 <i> 3 z
A 2
Ai»




( 7 .  i J - t J )
)
0
Aix 1 - A 2x 2
+ £AiXi+A2X 2+ A 3X3+Ai»Xi» + . , ."j = /- ̂ / 7T .<.(
J l  0 . . .(
A 2X i * Aix2
+ / A 2X 1 -A 1 x 2+Ai» x 3-A3 x i» + , , .) =/. •••
v J 1 4 / tt . . .  ( 2 )
A 1 X 3 - A 2xti + 2 (A 3xi-Ai*x 2 )
+ 2 (A3x 1+Ai»x 2+A5X3+A6x »# + . . .
A2x 3 + A 1X 1» + 2 (Ai»x 1 +A3x 2 )
+ 2 (Ai»x 1 -A3x 2 +A$x3-A5X 1» + . . . 
and so on.
And, by calculation and also from FORTRAN programme CALC,
Ai = -. 625 A 2 - -2.258 Aa = -.415 A** = .437
As = . 234, As = 1.111 A? = .391 Ae = -.088 etc
Refer to the printer output of CALC, which attempts to 
solve the above infinite set of simultaneous equations' 
by the simple iteration method,for the relevant values.
CALC (case 1.1)
Lines 1 to 4 represent the real parts of a? a l , a 2 5**»?a**9 
• • • 5 to 8 ... • imag. . .  . . . .
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Lines 17 to 20 represent real parts of X„ X2 -l, X 3 -Xi, 
X i* - X 2 + 1 , Xs-X3 +Xi, X 6-Xi» + X2 “l9..., Xt*9-Xu7+Xi*5~...-fXi
Lines 2 1  to 24 represent the corresponding imaginary parts 
where - coeff. of £Jin eqn.(7 *2 )
A, +(-y)(--ia) + ].(-^|ia2) = coeff. of £ 2
, ^  2 13 i + ̂ “ 2 2 2 / ^   ̂ 2 ~̂2ia 2 )+ K  ̂  ̂ r|r^ a 3 ̂
. = coeff. of £ 3 etc.
Line 25 represents the real and imaginary parts of -B.
Lines 26 to 33 represent the values Ai , A 2 , A 3,..., A 9e . 
It is then necessary to calculate the coeffs. of x , x* , 
X 3 , ... in both equations both equations (7 /A/ĵ  etc. .
These are listed from coeffs. of xi to x 30 for 30 eqns. 
which takes us to the line on the third page of the output 
marked END OF UNADJUSTED COEFFS.. If these coeffs.
are called B i l b 2 l .. . B 3 0 1
Bj 2 B2 2 •. . B 3 o 2
B i 3 o B 2 3 0 .
• • •
. . B 3 0 3 0 ,
then for our set of eqns . tc 'converge', Bj i, B2 2,B3 3,
*-.B30 3 oCJnust, predominate- in their respective iWg.. 
Obviously, this is not the case.
However, if we add :
the second eqn. to the sixth and call it eqn.($.5 )
the first to the fifth ............. ($,6 )
the fourth to the eighth . . ............(8.7 )
the third to the seventh ............... (&8 )
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the twenty-sixth to the thirtieth . . . .  (£>29) 
the twenty-fifth to the twenty-ninth . . . (£.30) ,
equations ($.5) to(3«30) are then suitable and the right 
hand sides are 0. It is then necessary to obtain suitable 
equations (&• 1) , ( S 3 ) , and ) (eqn. (<£»2) is not required 
since x 2 is indeterminate) . The besr method here is not 
obvious, nor is it very good.
Case 1. r.h.s . LOADING (1) r . h . s .
eqn.&i - first eqn• * -4/tt 0
eqn.S 3 - first eqn. + fourth eqn. - 4 / TT 0
eqn.£4 - third eqn. + fourth eqn. 0 0
Case 2.
eqn .&»! r sixth eqn. - first eqn. + 4/7T -4/tt
eqn . S 3 r first eqn. - eighth eqn. -4/tt 0
eqn .&4 r third eqn. + fourth eqn. 0 0
(The programme uses tt/4 times the real r.h.s.’s i.e. 0 or ±1) 
Case 1 is obviously useless for loading (2), since b = 0 
for all n is a solution .
Comparing the coefficients of equations , ( S 3 ) ,  
and (8*4) for each case shows that, in Case 1, eqn. ( S 3 )  
is rather unsatisfactory due to the relatively low absolute 
value of x 3, whilst in Case 2, it is much better, though 
still far from ideal.
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RESULTS OF ITERATION PROGRAMME (CALC)
For LOADING (1), Case 1 re-organization was tried first 
but the convergence was not very satisfactory. Case (2) 
was tried next and gave much better convergence but 
produced entirely different results. Initially, both 
cases were tried using only 30 iteration loops and thus 
calculating Xj to x 30, case 2 was later run with SO loops
calculating x 1 to x 50.
i
For case 1 only the computer output of the re-organized 
eqns . (£. 1 ) , (#.3 ) , (̂ '4 ) and the printout of the iteration 
loops is shown. For case 2 the following cases were run 
on the computer (only parts of the output are shown, 
since the whole output would involve much répétition and 
an excessively large number of pages ) :-
LOADING (1)
1.1 30 loops with a = 4.00 i.e. k/h = 2 
(the whole of the programme is shown)
1.2 50 loops a = 4,00
(only the printout of the iteration loops 31 to $ 0 shown)
1.3 30 loops a =1.21 i.e. k/h = 1.1
(the whole of the output of the programme is shown) 
LOADING (2)
2.1 50 loops a = 4.00
(itération loops only)
2 2 5 0 loops a = 1.21 (loops only)
S E C T I O N  7 . 3
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The case when a = 16.00 i.e. k/h = 4.0 was also tried 
but did not appear to produce a solution for either 
loading case.
Case 1 re-organization results, as well as being useless 
for LOADING case (2) and giving less satisfactory results 
for LOADING case (i), are shown later to be incompatible 
with the results of the successive approximation method 
and can therefore be ignored.
In other cases the convergence is quite satisfactory, 
especially for loading case (2).
There seems to be some correspondence between groups of 
8 iterations (this is further borne.out later5and is to 
be expected since the r.h.s.!s of the original equations 
repeats every 8 equations) and so the average of the last 
8 values calculated for each xn is found. When there are 
not 8 values(x2/3 to xrc? ) , the average of those iterations 
available is found.
Case 2.1
In this case the convergence is very good since xn appears 
to approach 0 as n approaches infinity. This means that 
the simple iteration method has all the advantages of the 
successive approximation method, which is therefore of no 




X x  = - . 2 1 7 4
T-------------------- —------------ -
X g  = . 0 0 0 8
1
x 4 = - . 0 6 3 3
X g  = - ,  O S  8 5 X g  = - . 0 9 1 3 X  y — — • 1 1 3 v3 X g  = - . 0 3 2 3
X  Q = - .  0 8 2  8 x 10  = ” • 0 0 7 6 X n1  = - . 0 6 3 1 X 1 2 = - . 0 2 0 7
x 1 3  = “ « 0 7 0 1 x 14  = - . 0 2 6 8 X 1 5  = ” ‘07L|7 X 1 6  = “ •01Lj0








X 21  = “ * ^ 5 8 1 X 22  = - . 0 1 6 8 x 2 3  = “ * 0 6 1 8 x 2l+ = - . 0 1 1 1
X 2 5 r  - .  0 5 6 8 x 2 6 ~ - .  0 0 5 7 X g  y = - . 0  5 1 0 X g g  = - . 0 0 7 9
1
X 2 g -  — . 0 5 1 5 x 3 0  = “  • 0 1 0 6 X 3 1  = “ * 0 5 2 9 X 3 2  = “ * 0 0 8 5
X g g  = - . 0 5 0 3 x 3 i| = -  .  0 0 6 1 x 3 5  = - • 042 7 x 3 6  ~ “ * 0 0 7 5
x 37  r  - . 0 4 8 4 X g g  = - . 0 0 8 3 X  3 g  = - .  04  8 7
x 4 0  =
* 41  = - . 0 4 5 8 x 4 2  = " ' • 0 0 4 6 x , lQ = - ,  0 4 4 2*T O x i|i+ = - .  0 0 6 8
x ^ g  -  - . 0 4 5 9  
x 4 9  = - - 0 4 2 7
x i l6 r  ~ • 0 0  8 7 
x 5 0  = - \ 0 0 5 7
x i l7 = -  • 0 4 6 9 x4 g = - . 0 0 6 5
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Case 1.2
The convergence is not as good as for loading case (2) 
which is to be expected since xR , for odd n, appears to 
approach about .50 as n approaches infinity. That is 
bn -*■ .50 + Oi as n + «> .
Again tiie table shows the averages of the last 8 iterations.
X 1
Z .5182 x3 z 2.8676 x4 z .5441
X cn Z .9231 x 6 = . 9851 x7 = . 6270 X 8 z .4501
x9 z . 9638 x 1 0 r .0943 ■ xn z 1.C386 x 1 2 Z .1878
x13 z . 7677 x14 r . 2833 X15 Z . 6307 x16 Z .1838
x17 r . 742 8 x18 r .0957 x19 Z . 7973 x 2 0 Z .1337
x 2 i z . 6766 x 2 2 = .1645 x2 3 z . 5901 X 2 H - .1126
X25 = ; 6383 x 2 6 = . 0734 x2 7 Z . 6733 x28 Z .1007
x29 - . 6047 x 30 = .1207 X31 Z .5512 x32 Z .0880 I
x33 z .5812' x 39 r . 0631 x35 Z .6016 x 36 Z . 0803
x37 z . 5549 x38 r . 0936 x39 Z . 5162 x4 0 Z . 0731
XI41 = . 5343 x42 r . 0562 x9 3 z . 5575 x44 Z . 0737
x45 z . 5340
i
XU 6 z . 0897 x47 Z . 5074 x4 8 Z . 0698
XU9 z . 5005 |1i x50
z . 0666
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Cases 1.3 and 2.2
Convergence is similar to that of the a = 4,00 cases.
See the programme printouts for the values.
It would be expected that a successive approximation 
method, where the initial values of for n > 50 is
about .50, would be useful for the loading case (1) and 
this method has produced results which agree fairly 
closely with the PURE ITERATION method.
I believe the results produced by this method to be 
superior to those of PURE ITERATION, but the calculations 
are long and tedious and the improvement only marginal, 
so these calculations are done in the appendix (APP. D)
The results of programme C0SI(2) Case 2a are expected to be 
the best and are shown in the table APP. D p. 131 under 
’new x 1.
It would seem worthwhile to make more loops in programme 
CALC and calculate more x ’s, say up to x ^q q . A serious 
restriction is that the core requirements of the coefficients 
B increase as the square of the number of x Ts calculated.
Ae it stands CALC has two'arrays of this size, B and BA, 
but this could be reduced to one. This procedure may 
produce an improvement as worthwhile as the SUCCESSIVE 
APPROXIMATION method for loading Case 1.
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BRIEF DISCUSSION OF METHOD OF CALCULATING na_ . ■ 1 — —---- ——------- ; : n
To calculate the an , knowing bn , we again use the eqns. :
nan + n(uObn+ulbn+l+'•’ * = a11 R
For loading case (2), the series may be summable as it
stands, but for case (1), some adjustment is necessary :
Let b^ = C+y where C is a constant which bR appears to
approach for high n. Then the yn approach 0 as n •+■ 00 .
Then naR + n(u0yn+u‘1yn+1+ . . .)
+ nCCu’Q+u^ + u’2+. . . ) = Qn
But when £ = 1, z = ug+ui+u2+,,‘ = i(k-h)
S E C T I O N  l.H
so + +u“2 + . . . = = -iff when a = ^-0°
then na = Q - n(UQyn+u^yn+^+...) + nCi(k-h)
For high n, ^ g y n +̂ l^n+l+ * * *  ̂ should be very small and
n^ o y n +^lyn+l+ * * * ̂ maY or may not aPProach & •
However, nan  ̂ nCi(k-h)
Then w* = (ai+2a2g+3a3C2+. . •)
and ai+2a2^+3a352+••••
= Ci(k-h)(l + 2C+3C2 + . . .) + t(Qn-n(u0yn+u1yn+1+...))Cn 
= + i ^ n - H ^ o y n ^ i y n + l * - " ^ 5"'1V  ̂' ftx-/
within the.boundary, and this can be calculated away from 
the boundary provided n^ o y n +̂ *l^n+l+ * * * ̂ approaches a 
finite constant as n approaches infinity. Considering 
the relatively few terms which we can evaluate in the
infinite series, this would have to approach a small 
constant quickly if we were to obtain accurate results. 
These calculations have not been made.
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C O  ~ ¿/
For loading CASE 2 and a = . 00 i.e. k = 2tt , h = it 
fi'/(4/ir) = -. 21 7 '4 + .00085 - .0S8552 - .113353 - .08285“
- .06315 5 - .0 7 015 6 - .0 74 75 7 - .0SS358 - .054S5
- .0610511 - . 056851 2 - .0510513 - .051551“
- . 0529J;1 5 - .0503r1G - .0477517 - .0484518
- .048751 9 - . 04 5 852 ° - . 0442 52 1 - . 04 5952 2
- . 0 4 6 9 ¡r2 3 - . 0427£2!*
- i ( .06335 + . 091352 + . 032353 + . 00765“ + .02075s 
+ . 026 8 5 6 + . 014057 + . 00605® + . 012359
+ .0168r10 + .Olll^ 1 1 + .0057^12 + . 007951 3
+ .oioe^i" + .0085^15 + .0061^16 + .OO7 5 5 I7
+ . 0083^* 8 + .0059^19 + . 0046^2 0 + .OO6 8 5 2 1
+ . 008752 2 + . 006552 3 + .005752“
At 5 = -i ( B on diag.)
- . 2 1 0  = (xx + yy) 2^r • 2
At £ - +1 . (a on diag.)
R(r// = - .123
¿3 - 0  (t on diag.)
R(fi"/^) = -.2174TT
g = - 1  (a on diag.)
IUfi' /-)= ~ .229TT -
£ = 1 ( C on diag.)
In this case, all terms after the second are negative and 
the rate of decrease of the terms appears to be less than 
that of the harmonic series. Therefore, the value of xx+yy
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at this point appears to be ' - «> •
For loading Case 2 and a = 1.21 i.e. k - 2.TrJh = 271/1.1
- ~ ( x x + ^ y ) a t ? = ~ i  ~ -.135
-f(xx + yy) at 5 = +i - -.125
For loading Case 1 and a - 4.00 using results of 
programme C0SI(2)-Ca^e 2A
n'/(J)= .soo (l + 4 + 4 2 + 4 3 + . . . )
' + .007 + 2.294?; + .41142 + , 12 5 53 + .45541* + ,5174s
+ .2 6 0 4 ® + .13147 + .2394® + ,2914s + . 174 4 1 0 + .0
+ .142 4 1 2 + .17 9 4 1 3 + .li5 4 1:t + .O6I 4 15 + . 08 8 4 1 e
+ . II2 4 1 7 + . 0 6 9 4 ! 8 + .033419 + ,05l420 + .0 6 6 4 2 »
+ .035422 + . 00942 3 + . 0 2 5 4 2 9 . +• . . .
i (. 5214 + •95142 + .43143 + .O8 9 4 9 + .1834s
+ . 2 7 5 4 6  + .1774’ + .O8 9 4 8 + .1254® + .1554»°
+ .107411 + .0714 1 2 + . 09741 3 + . 11341‘' + . 0794 3 5
+ . 0 56 4 1 6 + . 0 7 6 4 1 7 + . 08 9 4 1 8 + . 06 6 4 1 9 + . 04942 0
+ .06242 1 . 07 2 42 2 + . 05642 3 + . 0434 2 * + . . . )
4 = -i
R(i//^) = . 250 - . 069 + . 179 
= .360
4 = +i
R(fi//^) = .250 - .069 - .179 
- 0
4 - 0
R ( f /£) = . 5 0 7
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ç = 1
R(fi" A >  = ooTT
K = f , *
15 . 
1 7 1 i . e . point •S
R(n' 1 TT' '- 0 (bote £ = -a where
. . . have been
a = --J-7 + j^i and thus 52,£3, 
calculated by the programme.)
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CONCLUSION
The re-arrangement of the equations into an acceptable 
form, and the choice of suitable initial values, is 
basically one of trial and error. No general rule can 
therefore be given for the choice of initial values in a 
particular loading case. A fairly minor increase in 
complexity of the shape being investigated appears to 
produce a large increase in the mechanical difficulties 
of solution. As insight into the best approach to make 
often depends on an overall view of the numbers involved, 
the difficulties in the evaluation cf these numbers often 
prohibits more-searching analysis.
However, if there is sufficient requirement for a solution 
of a particular case, it seems that it could be obtained 
fairly satisfactorily using one or both of the approximate 
methods of solution of the equations. The time and effort
involved could be quite large, however. Also, the 





DESCRIPTION OF FORTRAN PROGRAMMES USED IM SECTION 4
88
FORTRAN PROGRAMME PROG1
This programme solves the infinite set of simultaneous 
equations by 1 pure iteration' :
SECTION A .1
*1 + Xi + -4*2 + + + ... = 100
x 2 +lx ! + + -J-Xj + ■...* = -100
*3 + ¿*2 + £*3 + . . . = 100
To obtain the solutions where the r.h.s's, are ±1 instead 
of ±1 0 0 , merely divide each by 1 0 0 .
The computer listing gives the values of x x , x2 , ...,xr 
for each r̂ /, iteration up to r =50.
Each x^ oscillates between slowly decreasing limits and 
it is reasonable to assume that the mid-point of the 
oscillation gives a good approximation to the real 
solution. These mid-points are :
XI = 6 9 . 3 1 2 3 X 2 = - 1 0 9 . 6 6 1 1 c
x ? = 9 5 . 3 7 4 6 X «♦ = - 1 0 2 . 6 6 0 1
x 5 = 9 8 . 3 0 4 5 X 6 = -10 T-. 15 31
t




- 9 9 . 9 9 2 3
X 2 5 = 1 0 0 . 0 1 1 9  • X 2 6 =* - 9 9 . 9 8 4 5  • •
X 2 9 = 1 0 0 . 0 3 3 3 X« o = - 9 9 . 9 6 6 4
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FORTRAN PROGRAMME PRO2
PRO2 solves the above equations with r.h.s's ±1 by first
assuming x =-+l r odd
x = - 1  evenr r
and finding the amounts which need to be added 
to these values to satisfy the equations.
The first 4 lines of output are the amounts (AR ) which 
have to be added to the l.h.s’s (whan the above values 
for the x*s are assumed) to make them equal to the r.h.s’s. 
Thus ARi = -loge2 = -.69315
AR2 = -1 + l°ge 2 = -.30685
A R 3 = 4“ - iog02 = -.019315 etc.
Note that these amounts get closer to zero as the equation 
number increases.
The computer programme then lists
Axi, Ax 2, Ax 3 , ... xr for each r ih  iteration.
The first line gives these values immediately Axr is calcu­
lated and the secondline, the same increments after going 
through the iteration loop again.
(Ax^ is the amount required to be added to x^ to
satisfy the equations).
’C o n v e r g e n c e ’ is very fast and A x x to Ax^c are calculated. 
This gives
X\ - .69485 x 2 = -1.0S622
S E C T I O N  A . 2
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X 3 = . 9 5 3 7 3 X** = - 1 . 0 2 6 7 5
x 5 = . 9 8 2 8 5 x 6 = - 1 . 0 1 1 7 2
• . •
x 2 3 = 1 . 0 0 0 0 0 x  2 *♦
♦ t
= ~ . 9 9 9 9 H
x 2 5 = 1 . 0 0 0 1 0 X 2 6 = - . 9 9 9 8 6
• •




= - . 9 9 9 6 6
Notice how close these results are to the mid-points of 
the x ’s found by PR0G1 (especially for the higher x ’s). 
These results (PR02) are of course the more accurate, 
wherever there is a discrepancy.
SECTION A.3
SOLUTION OF FIRST SET OF EQUATIONS
To solve
X l + X l + T 2
X 2 +
1
3 2 X 3
+ . . . = 1
x 2 +
1
2^ X l  +
1
3 2 X 2 +
1
U 2 x 3
+ . . .  = 1
x  3 +
JL.  
3 2
X l  + 4 2 X 2 +
1
x  3 + . . . = 1
Let xi = x 2 = x 3 • • • = -̂
and call the values of the l.h.s’s thus obtained 
Ri, R 2 > ^ 3 * ••• Call a R i 5 AR2, ••• "he amounts that must 
be added to Ri, R 2 , R 3 5 to give the values 1, 1, 1, e • • •
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H II + 1  + h  + h + . . . = 1 +
TT2
b
R 2 = 1 + + .i_2 2 + 32 + . . . i





+ . . . = r 2 1- 2^
R|* = • * • ~ R 3 _ ry 2 6llC «
TT2 r 2 °So ARi = AR2 " -4- + 1  etc.b b
The Fortran programme PR03 then calculates a R i >-’->AR5o 
and thence a x x,-.. Ax50 i.e. the amounts that have to be 
added to the assumed values of Xj,... x 50 to satisfy the 
equations.
Once again, ’convergence' is extremely fast, as can be 
seen b y  the listing.
Results:-
X! = .25915 x 2 = .62360
x 3 = .73994 xu = .79939
x 5 = .83598 x 6 = - . 86905
. •
x 2 3 = .95992
•
X Zk = .96150




x»* 8 = .98014
x i* 9 = .98053 X50 = .98091
See the listing of PR02 for further details.
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SECTION A.4
SOLUTION OF SECOND SET OF EOUATIONS
To isolve
xi + Xi + -JrX2 +4-X3 + ... = 1
X 2 + "TXi + 4̂ 2 + +X3 + ... = 0
x3 + 4-xi + -fc-X 2 + i-X 3 ^ ... = t 1
X«* + “¿"X 3 + -4-xz + 4-x3 ^ • t • = 0
*5 + 4-x j + T x 2 + • • • = 1 etc.
Let * 1 = 1, Xj = 0, x3 = -1, x„ = 0, x5 = 1, x6 = 0, x7 =-l
and so on.
Then = 1 + 1 - 1- + +  -4- = l+£ = 1.78540
Rz = 0 + ~£“ - 4- + 4- - • • • ~ -̂-loge2 = . 34657
R 3 = -1 + -J- - “̂  + • • • * -•$- = -.78540
Rii =0 + -i- - 4“ + +" • • • “ 4-Hoge2 = .15343
Rs =1 +4-- • • • Ri-(1-4-) = 1.11873
Re • » • • — R 2 — —4”) = .09657 etc.
So ARi = -.78540 ar2 = - . 34657
ar3 = -.21460 AR.* = -.15343
AR5 = AR: + ( 1-4-) ARe = AR2 + (i“-’ir)
ar7 = AR3 + (+-+) ARe = ARi, + (4—B
AR9 = ARs + Hr-'f) etc.
The: FORTRAN programme PR04 then calculatesARi,... AR50
and[ thence Axi,... Ax 5 0 . Again ’convergence’ is very fast
as can be seen by the Id.sting.
Results : ~
x x = . 6 50 0 6 x 2 = -.11178
x 3 = -1.05167 *- -.02809
*5 = .98332 *6 = -.01041
•  *  »
X 2 5 = 1.00115 X 2 S = .00115




= -.99911 Xi* 6 = .00087
Xi* 9 = 1.00085 X 5 0 = .00085




OF FORTRAN PROGRAMME USFDÏN SECTION' 5(BEAM)
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APPENDIX B 
SECTION R . 1
FORTRAN PROGRAMME PEAM2
BEAM2 first calculates a C 3 , ¿Cs, ¿C7, ... ¿C9 9 .and these 
are listed on the first 4 lines of the print-out. 
e.g. AC3 = -.28320 .
ACS = -.10027 
AC7 = -.04960 
AC9 = -.02911
ACii= -.01336 etc. . . .
A C 9 9 = — ,0012*t
It then prints 2 lines for each of its calculations of
X 3 * X5, ... Xr
where r is 5 to 99.
The first line is the values of the DXfs immediately 
after DX(R) is calculated for the first time, the second 
is the corresponding values after an iteration using 
these values finds each DX more accurately.
Having found DX(3), DX(5), BX(7), ... DX(99). x is then 
calculated from equation 1 .
VIZ Xi + (xi + + iX 5 + 4-X 7 + ... ) = -1,
as follows: If xs = 2 , X 5 = -2 , X 7 = 2 , ...
eqn. 1 is 2 x : + + ) = - 1
i.e. 2x x + - 1 - 2 ( 1  - -£)
96
But this right hand side has to be adjusted because of 
the values of DX(3), DX(5), ...
then ?vj = - 1 - 2 ( 1  - - JDX(3) + DX (S) + ...DX(99JL 3 5 99
x i = -.67105
xi is printed on the last line of the computer listing.
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APPENDIX C
DESCRIPTION OF FORTRAN PROGRAMMES USED IN SECTION 6




FORTRAN PROGRAMME CANT ITER TO SOLVE THE EQUATIONS 
PRODUCED BY THE CANTILEVER 3Y PURE ITERATION (METHOD 1 )
Refer to the listing of the values calculated by the 
programme (pages 2 to 9):
Lines 1 to 9 are the right hand sides of equations (G)to(9 9) 
Lines 10 to 18 are 1, ^-1,£ -i+1, l + i - 1, . ..
Lines 19 to 27 are 1, i  , 1, H  , HH? , . . . .
(Note that an error in the FORTRAN compiler caused line 22
to not print. Also the characters = ( ) +
are printed incorrectly as # % 1 e ).
The programme then uses the above values to find the 
coefficients of the x^, but these are not printed.
Line 28 lists the first iteration : 
xi =-1 0 0 / 2  =-50.0 x 2 =-1 0 0 /(l-*f (i-l)-l.l) =-1 2 0 . 0
Line 29 lists the second iteration:
=(-100+1*2)/2=-80.0 x 2 = - 1 0  0/ (l--f(i--l)-l.-i-) =-*12 0 . 0




Fortran programme RESIDUAL2 to calculate _ . 
residuals for cantilever equations by second method.
The first run of this programme calculates the values 
of the l.h.s's for 99 equations with the assumed initial 
values* This run considered only 40 terms of the infinite 
series obtained in the equations* The second run calculated 
for 9 equations only but considered 100 terms of each 
infinite series and is therefore more accurate for those 9 
equations.
The programme calculates and prints:
lines 1 to 15 1 , f, H *  H i  * • • •
lines 16 to 30 1 ,l-£-,l-i+$*, 1-i+l-i-f , • • •
lines 31 to 45 1,!-'£■+ 3 >l - ^ + f - 4 - , • • •
S E C T I O N  C .2
lines 4 6 to 60 1,1-2—̂—3 ,1 - + g-4-3 ,1 -¿4-3 + ? • • •
It then prints the finite parts of equations 1 to 99.
VIZ line 61 - 1  + 2 (l-sinh~ 1} -1 . t H = -.92943
line 62 (l-4*)-3 (1-sinh” l) = .14414
line 63 ( 1-^) + 4 (sinh ( 1 -yi-j)] + ( 1 --J-) 3 «'i »”5 = .71719
line 64 -l(l--|+J-)-5 (sinh-*[-(1-j4^ )) =-1.11523
and so on.
It then calculates the infinite series to 40 and 1 0 0 terms 
respectively, taking only half of the last term in the 
series to take the mid-point of the oscillation.
1 0 0
It then adds the finite part to the infinite part and prints 
out the left hand sides of the 9S equations, on lines 160 
to 167.
The following table shows seme of the values calculated
by method 1 , method 2 RUN 1 and method 2 RUN 2.
UATION METHOD 1 |METHOD 2 RUN 1 METHOD 2
i
1 -.86969 -.8 6 ^ 8 8 -.86948
2 .11614 .11536 .11594
3 .69593 .69590 .69610
4 -1.10900 -1.10959 -1.10918
5 -.72218 -.72155 -.72199
6 .36864 .36802 .36845













FORTRAN PROGRAMME CANTINF TO CALCULATE THE h .n
CANTINF calculates the left hand sides of the equations 
(0 ),(1 ),(2 ), . . .(1 0 1 ),Aby method 1 and divides all the 
l.h.s!s by It then prints these on lines 2 to 9.
Lines 1 0 to 18 are then the amounts which have to be added 
to the original values of the I.h.s's to make them equal to 
the r .h .s * s .
It then prints the successive iterations
X I  X 2
X I  X  2 X  3
and so on.
(Note that the printout of T(l), T(2), . . . T(300)
F(1), F(2), . . . F( 300)
R( 1), R( 2), . . . R( 300)V -
has not been included as T(l) to T(200), F(l) to F(200) 
and R(l) to R(200) are shown in RESIDUAL 2 .)
It also punches the xR on cards for input to programme CAN2.
S E C T I O N  C .3
10 2
FORTRAN PROGRAMME CAN2 WHICH READS THE b FROM----------------------------------------------------- P -----
CARDS AND CALCULATES AND HENCE THE STRESSES' ■ ~ n ■
S E C T I O N  C.tt
The programme reads the values calculated by CANTINF 
and multiplies each by -^.This is then the values of y x ,y2 
. . . It also calculates Xj , x2 , . . . although these are 
not used. It prints
Xi to! x7 0 on lines 1 to 6 . 
and y i to y7 0 on lines ?£> 1 2 .
It then calculates and prints the real part of ïï"0 ,ïï̂ . 
u7 o on lines 13 to 18,
and the imaginary part of TT0 ,Iq ,H2 , . . .Ü70 on lines 19-24. 
The next 60 lines contain, for n=l to 60 respectively,
Real part of n(û» Yn+1 +üi yn+z + . . .uS9 _n-i y6 9 +5^  _n-i y70) , 
Real part of nf-̂ iT „ V? o \*  ̂/ 7 o — n~i j '
Imaginary part of n( ü0 yn+i +Ü1 yn+j + . . .u6 9 _n-i y6 9 ,
+ 2u70-n-iy’»)
and imaginary part of n(-ju_ n_ V7 0 ) •
The infinite sum has been approximated to by taking the 
o f
middle^oscillation at the highest term for which we had a
value of y VIZ. y i o .J n J
The absolute value of the infinite series seems to 
decrease quite nicely as n increases,but the absolute 
value of the last term we have taken unfortunately increases
1 0 3
This is because n increases and also because the TT
7 o-n-i
is necessarily quite large because 7o-n-i is small. 
Hopefully, this will not be very serious since the middle 
of the oscillation has been taken. Also, this last term is 
extremely small for low values of n,and na for high n is 
only significant on the boundary (where £n still is large).
The programme then chooses various points on the diagram 
to calculate £ for the corresponding Z VIZ.
~?2 + i0 ,fi +i0 , t^ + iO, . . .,o 
o+iri, Hh-irf, li+ifi, . . . + ̂ 2  •
o + ifr5rr +iii5 * . . + if?
o + pi
0+ff? . . .
o+ H *  . . ■ . . . .
0 + Hr1, . . .
For each value Z it prints the real value of g*,£2, , . . . £ 70
on the first 6 lines and the corresponding imaginary value 
on the next 6 lines. It then prints, on 2 lines,
Rftz* ,in*£ ,Iii* ,Rw‘̂ . ,Io/* ,x ,y,xx+yy,z




APPROXIMATION METHOD FOR LOADING CASE(l)
OF CHANGE OF SECTION.
1 0 5
CALCULATION OF INITIAL VALUES (METHOD 1) 
Although re-organization case 2 seemed far more reliable 
than case 1, the latter was first produced and so, in an 
attempt to find .initial values capable of giving right 
hand sides close to the required ones, it was assumed 
xn = 1 n odd
0 n even .
S E C T I O N  D . l
i . e . an = 1 alii n
Bn = 0
(this does not affect the theory derived, as the values 
calculated need merely be multiplied by a constant ) 
Substituting these values in eqns.ob.p, 72 gives 
0i+ i<|>i •
2.
+ ( ( 0 1 +Í<j) 1 ) + ( 0 2 + i(j)2 ) + 
( 0 1 +Í(j) 1 ) + 2 (0 2 +i<j>2 )
( 0 3 + i(j) 3 ) + ... ) = c>
+ 2 [ ( 0 2 + i<j> 2 ) + ( 0 3 i <J> 3 ) + . . . )-= c2
3. (0 1 +i<frl.) + 2 (0 2 +i(|)2 ) + 3 ( 0 3 +i(|) 3 ) -
+ 3 [ ( 0 3 +i(j> 3 ) + ( 0 i+ + icJ)*4 ) + ( 0 5 +Í<Í> 5 ) + ) ==C3
4. (0 1 +i(f)l ) + 2 ( 0 2 t i(j) 2 ) v 3(03 + i({?3 ) + 4(0»4+i(j)i»)
+ 4 ( ( 0 i* + i<j) 4 ) + ( 05 + icf)5 ) + ( 0 6 + i <j) 6 ) + . * • ) = C-
To simplify the calculation, let 
- - ' k a -  X i
- ' 2"1 ¿7 + (—4“) (—inot) + 1 7 c .2 ) = X 2
- ) (-"ta) a2 ) + 1. ( - Ly a 3) = X 3
etc.
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then =  ̂ + + + + **‘
(refer to eqn. 7-3 )
First, let 5 = 1 , then the above eqn. gives 
0 = 1 + Xi  + A2 + Xs + x* + As + . . .
And, from eqn.(7* 3), p. 7 0 
0 l + i<j) l = - B( 1)
2 ( 0 2 + i<J>2 ) = -  B( X i )
3(03+iif3) = “ 3(X2~ l)
4(0i» + i({)H) = — B(X3~Xi )
5(05+i<p5) = -  B(Xi«"X2 + l )  
B ( e 6 + ic|)6) = -  B ( X s - X3 + X i ) 
7(07+i(j)7) -  -  B( X6~X»» + X2” i ) :tc .
So 4/=£r// / j  + X 3 + A *♦ + X 7 + X 8 + , • • + \ l  + l + ^4l
A/ *  1+Xl+Xk + X5+. . •+ î4l+ l̂4l + l
_ B Ir(6r+i<i'r) = \j Xl+X2 + X5+X6+. . • + ̂  j + ]_+ \  j + 2




where I is integral. (  e f * -  ¿ ) )
((0 1 + i d 1 ) + 2 ( 0 2 + i ^ 2 ) + 3(03 + i(})3) ••• +N(0N + i<|):i)} ,
+ N((0N+i())N ) + (0N+i+i())N + i) + (0N+2 + -L(i>N+2)+ * * • ) 
C(01+i4>1) + 2(02 + i4>2) + 3<:e3 + i<i)3:)+ - ‘ ’+N(0N + i<{>N) + (N+l)
(0N + l + i(i)N+l) + (N'f2) (0N+2+1^N+2? + . . J
+N(0N+i*N )-(fIi1 (N+l)(8N+1+iiN+1)+^ N + 2 ) ( 0 N + 2 + iiiJ+2)
+N + 3 ^  ̂ ®N+3 + ̂'̂)fJ+3 ̂ + * ‘ ' +NTM(N+M) (0N+H+i<̂ N+M) + - ‘ ■ )
• ♦  • (A)
1 0 7
Also
^N+ 2 = ) + 2 ̂ 02 + ii 2 ) + 3 ( 63 + 5 ^ 3 ) + . . . )
+ (N + 2 ) ( 9jv; + 2Ti<!lN + 2^_ ('n +3(Ni'3 ̂ ( ®N+ 3 + i<*>N+ 3 ̂ + N+4 ’I,i + i4 ̂ ' 
^0N+4 + 1<*>N + 4^4N+S^N+o^ 0N+5 + i<*lN+3^ + * • •
+N+?;(N+K)(0N+M+1<i>N+M) + • • • )
So, for all u , .
^N+<~N+2 = (-̂ + ̂ i + ̂2 + ̂ 3 + ̂4 + ̂ 5 + * * •)
+ (XN+l) " (nT i ''N+1  ̂̂ 0N+1+^ N + 1  ̂ + N + 2 ̂ +2 3"
^®N+2 + ̂ N + 2  ̂ +H+3^N+3  ̂̂ 0N + 3 + -*-̂ N+3̂ +N+4^N+l4  ̂̂ 0N + 4 + :’-<*’N+4 •
+N+S^N+5  ̂̂ 0N + 5 + ̂ N  + S ̂ + ’ * ,+ N + M (N + M)
(0N+M+1<flN+M)+ * ’ • )
r 0 + X _ Q u>N+l bN from eqn.t (P.106)
and letting
SN“ =nTi N̂ + 1) ̂ 6N+1 + ̂ N+1^+N+2^N+2 '  *• 0N+2 + ̂ N+2 ̂
+lT+3^N+2 ̂ (0N+3 + ̂ N + 3 ^ +N + 4^N + 4 ̂ * ®N+4 + 1*N+4 ? + • 
Case 1 Let N=4I where I integer.
‘ 2





4 + 6 fx, -X_/xl ^  N+5 ̂ /vN+4 ,vN+2 * * * '\2 ’ ' N + 6 N+5 N+3
2 M ^
-X.3 + Xl)+ . . • +Kf+M+1 (XN+M-XN+M-2 • • •)
+ J?- M.t-2 (■. _ 1 +IMM+2 lAN+M+l ‘ • J
1+3 3+5 + ,
• • •
c oo _  rl JjL^.ä+Ö  ̂ ( _ l
N " ± N+3 N+5 ’ * * J l lN+2 N+4'N+6
2+4+4+6
1+3 3+5 
2 W + l “N+3 N+5
1 _ l ± 3  3+5 4 INt1 N+ 3 + N+'5
~X2 (
+ X C»j
• • • ) X<3 (
Hr- • • +M
_2+4.4+6
3 vN+2 N+4’N+C
2 2+4 4+C+5 vN + 2 N+4 N+6




+ . . .
1 0 8
+ A [JL 2 + H , 4 + 6
N+l'-N+2 N+4 N+6 * *
+ a
where a X fI+3_3+5 5 + 7 N+2'-N+3 N+5 N+7 *
f2±if_Ü±6 6 + 8. 
N+3*-N+4 N+6 N+8" ‘
+ •> f3 + 5 5 + 7,7 + 9 
AN+4'•N + 5"N+7 + N+9_ • 
+1 fit±6 6+8 , 8+10 




_L _l + 3
N+l N+3











These series do-not converge but, by raking the middle of
the oscillation, apparently useful results are obtained.
, See APPENDIX E.
then SN«> = S-ĵ N) (l-Xj + X^ . . . +>„N )
+s5(n)(x1-x3+x5 . , . +xN+1)
+ a
and
a " *N+2(n +1-S1 ^ ) +*N+3 (nT'2_S2^N )̂
+ ̂ N+4(®i(N )-^ff+i~N+3 *)+^N+5iS2^N^_^N+2'N74^)
+ ̂ N+6 ( N+l- N+3 + N+5 ~ S ̂ ( N ) ) +An+7 C ̂ nT2 “N+U + î7+r6'̂ - S 2 ( M > )
SN oo = S1(N).A + S2(N).B + <PN
where A - 1“X2 + X4 . • • +xN_XN+2+XN+4' •
and B' = X^Xs+Xg. • • +*n +1"XN+3+XN+5"
See APP. E for calculation of A and B*.
. . ___ 1 .... , 1 ' 1 + 3, . t + ¿> . 3 r S  ,
ana qx.r - ^+1 * ^ + 2  '«n +I n + 3 } AN+4 + * N+l~N+3+N+5 ' *N + 6~ • • •
1 0 9
+ JL x _f_L_2±iin . , J _ 1+4 *h_6.
N+2 AN+3 ^N+2 N+4;aN+5 vM+2 N+4 N+6M N+7
Case 2




+N+3iXN+2_XN'‘•_X2 + 1^+K+44aK+3_a K+1-*•“X 3 + X1)
+N+5 (XN+4~XN+2 • • .+À2-l) +iĴ 6 (XN+3~XN+1 ‘ 1 ‘ + X3~*Xi)
SN~ = -l.S1(N)-X1 .S,(N) + X2S1(N)+X3S2(N)-X4S1(N) + . . .
+ *NSl(N^+XN + lS2 ^ +XN+2 (n^'N+IT' • • )+
\ r.2 + 4 _4 + 6 x , > r 3 + b 5j+7_ \
AN+3^N+4 N+6 •••> aN+H^N+5 N+7’’*'
4 + 6 6 + 8(N + S'-N+e N+8 ...)
Q oobN = - S 1 ( N) . A -  S2 (N).B + 4>N




••~X3+XlJ + N + 2 
• * +X3-Xl) +fri*
(XN+1 XN-1• * 1 +X2 
vX N + 3 ~‘■•_X2+1)
+
r-l.S2(N)+X1S1(N)+X2S2(N)-X3S1(N)-X4S2(N)+X5S1(N) 
+ . . . +XnS1 (N) + Xn+1S2 (N)+4>n





N+i (XN~XN-2+ ' • ‘ + X3-Xl̂  +N+2 (XN+1-XN-1‘ ‘ ,_X2+1)
+NT3 ̂ XN+2-XN ‘•‘~X3 + Xl)+N+4(XN+1’*•+X2-1) •• •
i . s 2 ( n ) - x 1 s 1 ( n ) - x 2 s 2 ( n ) + x 3s 1 ( n )+ . . . ’ +<?̂ j
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= S2 (N).A - Sx (N) . B + (j)n
Now (|> 1n N+l N+2
+ (_i _1±3 f 
“ N+l N+3---
¡7 ,_1 t M-2+M M+M+2 v,
VN+1 • ‘ •" N+M *'N+M+2M




2 k 2 2+4
+ N+2 N+3 " (N+2"N+4)XN+S +...
+ ( _2_ 2 + 4 + M-l + M + 1 v X
N+2 N+U---  N+M+l N+M+2
- (_L 2_±1 ^M-l+M+l,M+l + M+3 v  +
+ N + 2 N + H'" "  N+M + l * N+M+3 ;aN+M+H "
Take M = 41 + 1 where I integral and M >> N.
Since 2 2 for M >> N and S-̂ (N) and S2(N) = 0 for
high N -
1 M+M+2- ( N + l N + M+2 ) * 1
, x ( 1 M+ 2+M+4and + ( . . . +
£ This assumes the value 
of the series.-.oscillates 
between +1 and -1N + l * * * ’ N + M+4 ) 1
for high N. (This is not so for low N, but in this
’solution’ it is incorrectly assumed to be the case. This 
could be remediedbut the programme GOSI(l) was written 
using this assumptionand a different method which remedies 
other possible anomalies is used later. )
So <pn ~ N+lXN+2 - (_L.'•N+l
1+3
N+3 )XN+4 +
+ -2- \ _N+2'N + 3 (-2. _ 'N + 2
2 + 4 
N + 4)XN+5 •
+ > +aN + M+ 3 XN+M+4 + XN+M+ 5
1 + ,M-2 + Mv
N+M ;aN+M+1
N + 2 N+M-
J i L . )y
N+M+l N+M+2
(The coefficients of the xn ’s in this last series may 
differ from 1 and the inaccuracies this produces depend: 
on the values of the \’s —  small but not insignificant
I l l
even at the high values of M (maximum 197) we consider ) 
~ N+l^N+2 ~ '




= XN + 1 - S1(N).A - S2(N).B/- <j)
= XN + 1 + S^(N).A + S2(N).B - (f>̂
~ XN+1 + S2(N).A - S^(N).B - (j)̂
= Xh +1 ~ S2(N).A + S1(N).B/- (f>n
(Note that the terms in S^N) and S2(N) are insignificant 
for high N and X^ + ̂ an<3 are of approximately equal .
N = 41 
N=4I+2 
N=4I+1 
N = 41 + 3
• _ •  ̂ > -signmcance. )
So, adding eqn. 1 and eqn. 5
eqn. 2 and eqn. 6 etc.,
as for the simple iteration method, we can find the 
initial r.h.s.'s for equations (5) onwards.
Again, however, we need three other equations and so it is
C . ...
necessary to know — -- * — o .
If, in eqn. A  (p.106 ), we let N approach infinity we
CNobtain the first large bracketed term of . As the 
average of the 4 rignt hand sides is 0, this has been 
taken as the value as N approaches infinity but this is 
obviously very questionable as the l.h.s. obviously cannot 
be said to converge since it approaches 4 different values 
depending on N.
1 1 2
r If we let A = 1-X2+Xw-X6+... 
and B =Xi-X 3 + X 5- + . . ,
then as N , obviously '
A-B = l”Xl-A2+X3+Xk~X5“X6+X7+X8-».. 








= 1 + X 3+ Xt*+ X7 + X8+ . . .
= 1  + Xl+Xt»+X5+ X8+X9+.
So for N very large,











N = 41 + 2 
N=4I+3 
N=HI+4
However, assuming a value of 0 as N approaches infinity 
and using eqn. (A) on p. 106 , we get :
. jV= 0 + (XN-l~XN-3+XN-5" * ‘ 0
” Gn +̂i cN+l) ( eN+X + i<̂ N+l) + N+“2^N+2^ 0N+2 + i(*)N+2^
+ N+3^N+3^ 9N+3 + i(i)N+3^ + • • * )
= (XN-l~XN-3i‘XN-5‘ * • 0 " SN°°
-B
where Ŝ co = n + 1 ̂  + 1 ̂  9N+1 + :̂ N+1  ̂ +- ^ + 2 + 2 ̂  9N+2 + 1(̂ N+2 ̂
+ N+3^N+3^ eN + 3 + iî N+3^ + • * *
Case 1 N = HI
/ I  2
SN" = N+l (XN_^N-2 • • • _X2 + 1)+N:ir2 (^N+l-^N-l1 • • _x3 + ̂l) 
+N+3 0 n +2-XN' * • + *2-1) +N+H bN+3~XN+l+ • • • +
+N+5 (*N+4~*N+2+ ' • • "*2 + -0 + • • •
1 1 3
s Ì r = i —  +WJ4-1 M+3 1N+1 N+3 N+5
+ X [ ~  -  ì  + 5l^N + 2 N+4 : 
y r 1 3
2 ̂ N + l N + 3*N + 5 
2 4 . 6
N + 6 
5





+ XN+1 (n +2"N+4+N+6 
+ ot'
3 5where a 1 = XN+2(n +3~N+5"N+7
+ > r JL 6 . 8 
N + 3 ̂ N+4~N+6 N+8"
+ X (N+4 ̂ N+5"N+7
• ) 
• )
Let 1 3 . 5N+l " N+3 N+5 . = S1(N)
, 2  _4_
an N+2 " N+U N+6 -  e ' ( N )O
See APP. D for calculation of S^(N) and S^CN) 
then Ŝ °° = S^(N).A + S2/(N).B/ + (j>̂
where <j>'T‘ _ _1 
~ +
2
1^ ju 3 1 3 5 x.
N = N l^N + 2" lì+rN +3  XN+U + ̂ N n _tT+3 + N"+5 /XN + 6
2 t+ 2 4 6




N = 41+2 
/SN« - -S^NO.A - S2CN).B + (J>N
“ N ± 4T+“I
Sĵ oo = -S2/(N).A + S1/(N).B/+
N = 41 + 3
Ŝ oo = S 2 ( N ) .A - s/(N).B/+ 4)N




N -( )XN+l N+2 N + l N + 3 N + 4  * ‘+ (^L.J_+ + JL )x” *■ N+l N+3 --- N+M' N+M+l
- _L _ JL + M. * M+2 x x 
+ N + l N+3 --- N + M‘*':i+M+2; N+M+3
+ --- x (-2- -H_ •) \ +N+2a N+3~^N+2~N+4;AN+5
+ (2  1 ,  * M+l vN+2~N+4 • • • “N+M+l m N+M+2
± f - 2 -  JL + + M±i - Mil n
‘t'kN+2_N+4 ’ ■ •“N+M+l^N+M+3'' N+M+4
Again take M = 41+1 where I integral and K>>N.
Since = 1 for M>>N











N + M+2 ' 2
„ 1) - 2 f°r high N •
+ + f ~ L  X  + i l u  * ‘ • v N + l “N+3 * * * N+Mm  N+M+l
._2> ( J _  JL.^ ,rJL JL . M+l uN+2 N+3'^N + 2"N + r  N + -5 ’ * ‘ ^N + 2 N + 4 • * * N + M + l'AN+M + 2
^Again, this is not so for low N but the ! solution1 when 
this is assumed is again followed through . J J
I  i  1 3
So ^N ~ ¥+1XN + 2"(nTi -*kTT3)XN + 4
. u ^4' •
-^(l + X2 + X 2 +  . . • + X^+^+2)
Note that the term in square brackets is fairly small (but 
not insignificant) if N+M is sufficiently large and sc the 




RESULTS OBTAINED FOR b .--------------------------------------------------------n
FORTRAN programmes COSI(l) were written to find the values 
of the xn using the preceding theory.
The following cases were run:
Reorganization case 1 as for programme CALC, case 1. 
i.e. Equation 1 = First equation
Equation 3 = First equation + fourth equation
Equation M = Third equation + fourth equation
Initial values were taken as bn = 1 since CALC case 1 
indicated these values.
Only Z(l), Z(2), and Z(3) and the iteration loops are shown.
Case 2 Reorganization Case 2 as for CALC, Case 2.
i.e. Equation 1 = Sixth equation - first equation
Equation 3 - First equation - eighth equation
Equation *4 = Third equation + fourth equation
Initial values were taken as b^ r i, None of this programme 
is shown but the results are referred to - see later.
Case 2A Same reorganization case but with bR ='.53 for N>50 
and bn = average of last 8 iterations from COSI(l) - Case 2
for n^50.
Z(l) to ZC50) and the iteration loops are shown.
Case 2B Same as Case 2A but with'-b = .51 for NT>50 and
b^ = average of last 8 iterations from COSH I) - Case 2A n
for n^SO.^he whole of this programme is shown.
Refer to APP. E (Section E.2.1) for a description of this 
programme.
1 1 6
The results of Case 1 and Case 2 again differ but from 
xi 2 down i.e. xi 2 , x i 3, ... xso, the results are reasonably
close, becoming more so as we approach xso. Remembering 
that 1 must be added to 6xi, 6x 3 , ... 6x h 9 to obtain xi,
x 3 , ... xi* 9 , it can be seen that the results of COSI -
Case 2 and CALC - Case 2 are in quite good agreement.lt
follows, therefore, that CALC - Case 1 and COSI - Case 1 
do not agree and it does not seem worthwhile pursuing
Case 1 any further. Taking the average of the last 8 
oscillations (or as many oscillations as there are) for 
each xn from COSI - Case 2, we obtain values for 6xR , and 
hence xn (shown as 1 initial x ’ in table below). By plotting 
xn as a function of n, xR appears to approach about .53 as 
n'^.for n odd and to approach 0 as n+°° for n even.
(Note that jthis initial run uses an incorrect value (VIZ . 
1 .0 ) for b n>50, and therefore is no better than the '
PURE ITERATION method.)
To obtain a better solution, it was then assumed that 
for N = 1 to 50, and BR equal the average of the last 8 
values and for N>50, aR = *53 and jBn - 0. Thus, the amounts 
which have to be added to the right hand sides found by 
assuming these initial values to give the correct r.h.s s 
were then found and thus the new^xi to £x50, which are now
the amounts which have to bo added to the x^ in the table 
to give the ’more accurate’ xn ..The programme used is COSI(l)
11 7
- Case 2A. =
Again the average of the last 8 oscillations was found, 
though the variation from the average was much less in this 
case. Compare the table below with that'for CALC Case 1,2.
6 x n I n i t  i a l
X
N e w  x
—
6 x n
.  .  *
I n i t i a l
X
f
N e w  x
r  i . 0 2 9 2 2 . 4 8 7 . 5 1 6 2 2 2
3 . 1 5 8 5 0 2 . 6 3 7 2 . 7 9 5 5 0 4 . 0 3 3 5 9 . 4 8 9 . 5 2 2 5 9
5 . 0 0 1 8 2 .  9 1 3 . 9 1 4 8 2 6 . 0 5 4 8 8 .  9 0 2 . 9 5 6 6 8
7 - . 0 0 2 8 7 . 6 3 4 . 6 3 1 1 3 8 - ,  0 0 7 3 3 . 4 3 9 . 4 3 1 6 7
0 . 0 6 4 5 7 . 8 8 5 . 9 4 9 5 7 1 0 -  ,  0  2  2  7  3 . 1 1 1 . 0 8 8 2 7
1 1 . 0 6 6 0 7 . 9 5  5 1 . 0 2 1 0 7 1 2 . 0 0 0 9 0 . 1 8 2 . 1 8 2 9 0
1 3 . 0 1 3 7 1 . 7 5 1 . 7 6 4 7 1 1 4 . 0 0 9 8 4 - 2 6 6 . 2 7 5 8 4
1 5 . 0 0 3 4 8 . 6 3 1 . 6 3 4 4 8 1 6 . 0 0 5 5 7 . 1 7 1 . 1 7 1 5 7
1 7 . 0 2 4 2 ? . 7 1  9 . 7 4 3 2 2 1 8 . 0 0 5 3 1 .  0 8 3 . 0 8 8 3 1
1 9 . 0 2 1 6 2 . 7 7 3 . 7 9 4 6 2 2 0 . 0 1 1 0 6 . 1 1 3 . 1 2 4 0 6
2 1 . 0 0 6 8 7 . 6 7 2 . 6 7 8 8 7 2 2 . 0 0 8 4 5 . 1 4  6 . 1 5 4 4 5
2 3 . 0 0 7 2 9 .  5 8 8 . 5 9 5 2 9 2 4 . 0 0 5 7 0 . 1 0 0 . 1 0 5 7 0
2 5 . 0 0 6 6 5 .  6 4 0 .  6 U 6 6 5 2 6 . 0 0 4 5 6 t 0 6  4 . 0 6 8 5 6
2 7 . 0 0 8 2 2 . 6 7 3 .  6 8 1 2 2 2 8 . 0 0 6 9 9 . 0 8 8 . 0 9 4 9 9
2 9 .  0 0 7 - 2 3 .  6 1 2 . 6 1 9 2 3 3 0 . 0 1 1 1 2  . . 1 0 0 . 1 1 1 1 2
3 1 . 0 0 0 3 9 . 5 6 4 . 5 6 4 3 9 3 2 .  0 1 2 0 4 .  0 6  5 . 0 7 7 0 4
3 3 - . 0 0 3 4 3 . 5 9 6 . 5 9 2 5 7 3 4 . 0 0 7 2 9 .  0 4 6 . 0 5 3 2 9
3 5 . 0 0 0 3 3 .  6 1 3 . 6 1 3 3 3 3 6 . 0 0 5 0 1 . 0  6 8 . 0 7 3 0 1
3 7 - ,  0 0 1 0 7 . 5 7 5 . 5 7 3 9 3 3 8 . 0 0 8 4 8 .  0 7 7 .  0 8 5 4  8
3 9 - . 0 0 8 0 6 .  5 4 4 . 5 3 5 9 4 4 0 . 0 0 9 4 7 . 0 5 3 . 0 6 2 4 7
4 1 - . 0 1 1 6 3 . 5 6 8 . 5 5 6 3 7 4 2 .  0 1 0 3 7 . 0  3 4 . 0 4 4 3 7
4 3 - . 0 0 6 1 8 . 5 7 6 . 5 6 9 8 2 4 4 . 0 1 1 4 8 .  0 4 6 . 0 5 7 4 8
4 5 - . 0 1 4 6 5 .  5 5 6 . 5 4 1 3 5 4  6 . 0 1 1 3 9 . 0 5 6 . 0 6 7 3 9
4 7 - . 0 1 6 3 0 .  5 2 9 .  5 1 2 7 0 4 8 . 0 1 4 8 9 . 0 3 6 . 0 5 0 8 9
4 9 - . 0 2 6 7 1 . 5 5 8 . 5 3 1 2 9 5 0 . 0 2 0 7 0 .  0 1 6 . 0 3 6 7 9  j
A graph of the odd xR versus n is shown and appears as a 
damped oscillation approaching approximately .51.
The new values of xR were taken to 5 decimal places as 
it seemed likely that the next programme run might give
values with an accuracy approaching this, however COSI(l) -
Case 2B did not produce smaller absolute values of 6xn for 
all n. This maybe due to the known false assumption on p. / /O

1 1 9
when N is small.
However, the results of COSI(l) - Case 2A or Case 2B 
should be generally accurate to a few percent which 
should make them useful.
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SECTION D,3 .
CALCULATION OF INITIAL VALUES (Method 2)
As well as the one known error in the calculations for
COSI(l), there are also many doubtful areas which the
following alternative method hopes to eliminate. (On p.]_06
Cjvj was made into 2 infinite series instead of one finite
because5 when 2 was added to it the first infinite series
was known to be zero VIZ l + \ ) + \ 2 + \ z + . # .
However this caused the second series to have coefficients
which approach 1 as the terms become higher (i.e. the
coefficient; TT+Fi ecln * (A) approaches 1 as •
The coefficients of the terms in eqn. (B) then approach 2
and the term in square brackets approaches plus or minus a
. /finite corstant.VIZ ±A or ±B . Thus Sjj00 appears to 
oscillate. ;This leads to the series S]_(N) and S2(H) in 
which the terms approach 2 and so these series also appear 
to oscillate. (See the calculation of these series in APP E}) 
Method 2 of calculating ^N/-B and (C|T+CkT+9 )/-B
With a rr - 1 ,5 = 0N " N
= ((0i+i<})i) + 2 ( 0 2 + i (f 2 ) + 3(63+i <¡>3) +...+ N ( 6|vj+ i(J)j,T ) )
N+ N(0N + ic!)N) + ^ ( N + l ) ( e N+1 + i«N + r) + nT2(N+2)(0n + 2 + ì^n+2) 
+ ----- (A')
Also
Cjvj + 2 = ( ( 01  + icM.) + 2( 02  + i(p 2 ) + 3( 03  + icf) 3 ) + . . . +  (N+2 ) ( 6p+2 + i (l)u+2 ) ) 
+ (N+2) (eN + 2 + i<pN+2) + ̂ T § (H+3)(0N+3 + i<l>N+3) + •••
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So, for all N,
CN*CN+2 = (1 + + ...+ \ T _) + *
-B ^
where S(M)
N+l M+l + SOD-
N
oo N + l^r'i + 1^ eN + l + ̂ ^N+l^ + N+2^N’r2^ 0:!+2 + i^N+2^
+ (n +3+N’+3.) (f: + 3) (eN + 3 + 1(i>N+3) + (iWflTtD W + lO  ( 0N+1+ + i<l'N+4) 
+ . . •
+ (N+K+i;j+h ) ̂ ) ' CN+M+ ̂ M+M^ + ,#*
Note that the coeffs, of the above terms now approach 0 as
M "*■ 00 5 although, unlike Method 1, they are large (~2)
for low M.
Case 1 bet M = UI where I integer (with M=4J+1 J integer)
^   ̂co ~ jv + p ( ^ N “ ^ N - 2 +  * * • ’" ^ 2  +  ̂  ̂  p  + ? ( A y + p  —  ̂  >.t «. p ^ ^ ^ A g  +  A p )
2N+2 
N + 3 V''N+2”"N 
2N + 2
( ̂  M J. O -  ̂  T T +  • • • +  ̂  O —  1 ) + M  4-1 i ( A -Av1 + 4k M+3 N+l • • • + X o — A i )
O >T, f  r  O
+ iT+5(AN+4-X;i+2+<•--X2+1) + dl+6(XK+5“XM+3*‘•“x3+^l)
2N+2,
+ * • *+ ”TT+H'xN+M-l”xM+K-3 —  -X2 + l)
21! + 2
+ F-fH'+l(XN+K“ XM+M-2+ • • • ~ X3 + X1 ) + • • •
= 1-[!T+l-(2!'!+r  CfT+3 —lT̂ 5+N+7 — * • •
+ Xl jjTT2-(2N+2) (^-¡'T+C + lT+8-- • •





.+XNtJ-[ jl+2“t2i‘+i) (li+fii+6t i**_ _ _ _]
+ "M+2r (2^+2 ) (tT+^iT+w-• • I
+ XM + 3 f  2f-’ + 2 ) ('[i71+--7̂Tf-j+• . .





Let T1(M) - >j+i - ( 2N+2 ) ( [] + 3“h + 5 + N + 7“ • • • ^
T2^N  ̂ “ N+2 " (2M+2)( xT + 4“’N+6+ftT8"* * * ^
Note that T^(N) and T 2 (N) are found to be extremely small 
(see App, E and programme C0SK2)).
Then SOJ)<*> = T1(N) (1-Xî+Xl,_. . . + XN)
+ T 2 (N) ( X l - X 3 + . . •  + Ap +1 ^
-+ XN+2(iTi “ T1(N))
+ XN+3(kT2 - T2(N)i 
+ Xn +4 (t 1(n) - ÎT+1 + (2I'; + 2)KTS)
+ XN+5b 2(N) - KT2 + ( 2M + 2 ) jT+“t+ )
( Ji 1+ K+6 IÏ+1 - (2H+2)CN+3-f.+ 5 f.T ) ) , ,
À ■t+7 (vï+9 - (2h + 2)(1Ti4-j-t-6) - T2(’!))N+7 MI+2
+ V s b l 0 -) ~ n k  * (2N+2)( 1TT3-nTB+m T7 d  
. - + Xn +9(t 2(N) - ;^2 + ( 2fJ+2) ( N V i r V i l V d
+ . . .
S(K)OT = (N) . ( 1-X2 + X<*- . . . + A*j-Xjj+2 + Xj,i+4-.. • )
+ T2(K).(Xi-A3+X5-...+An+1-Xn+3hAn+5-... )
+ <KN)
SOI)«, = Tx ( ÏI ) . A + T2(N).b' :■ (j) ( M )
1 1
Mwhere 4>(N ) =îj+"1 XK + 2 " CÎT+1.- ( 2 M + 2 5 (¡T+^d x +4
+ (ïï+i-(2îî+2)(ïï+3"R+BdXN+6 “ •••
.+ (ïî+i-C 2Ü+2) ('¡7+̂ -Tits+* • XM+M+1
+ l K+2“(2îî + 2) (ïït_î7+î)  ̂AN+7 ~
1 2 3
+ (n + 2~(2N+2) (N + «+"H + 6+ * • •~N+K+l) XN + M+2 + P(N,M)"°
where M =4J+1 and
P(N,H)oo - - (jf71-(2N + 2) ( ~ 3 “nf5 + fTf‘7" * * *+N+H+2^) *N+K- 




“ (n + 2 ( 2N + 2) (N + 4~N + 6 + * * • +H + M+ 3 ̂ ) ̂ N+iM+4
* (n +2 ( 2 i,J+2 ) ( .  .+N + M + 3  n + m + 5 ^ P n +M+6
At this point we have diverged from the first method 
to find a more accurate value for $(N).
P(N,M)°°- - . (TT-TTL”” C2N+2) CS (N ) + y  >,j+^ +”3 )) X > r+j/ + 3
+ (imi-(2iI+2)(s/(f')-7 s k f i i « +5
- (i#-1-(2N+2)(S/0!)+i ,T^T-7))Xn + m+7
_ (’ff+2“ O + 2 ) ( S ( N + l ) + 2  ) ] Vl+M+4
+ (¿L2-(2K+2)(S/ (N+1 ) 4  im _ ) ) A K+H+6
“ Clfe-<2II+2 )(s/(N+1 )+2-N+H+8 ))XN+M+8 +
where, with N = 41 where I integer
 ̂S1 (N ) = (1 -t +^ • • • !TT+1 ̂ “ "S’
• • J S /(K+l)r(4-J+T*--+ff+2) " ?loge2
S (N+2)4'-(1- n - >>- " F 3 )
, S /(N + 3)=l-loge2 - 4 4 +--+ N + tp




e . g .  1--J+5-7 - .72381
and 1 1 1l+“2 • 8
1 i,i 1,1 
1 ~ J + 5 - 7 +W




. 8 3 51+0 )
i.e. P ( N ? n ) °°~ + ( 2 h x 2 ) S (N)) • (Ap + y + + 5 + '\t + M+7~ * * *)
“ (nT2“^2iN' + 2 (N+1)j . (X^+ivi + i4-X]xj+ri+g + AN+M+8+. . .)
+ ( 2 E ± 1 ) f_JL+ {< 2 J Ut + ni_ x + _ !N N+3 N+M+3 N+M+5 aN+M+5X >T i  x / i n +mTTTT C X>Tj.kTj lC + . . . )
+(iiH?) r  ̂ 2 ; In- X MiW, X >,T o . . j'VK + H+i» N+M+U N+K+6 AN+M+6 
• =- (li+'i” ( 2N + 2 )S (rO ) (Xj.t + ̂ +3-Xn+m+5+ . . .)
~ (NT2 ”  ^M + 2 ) S (N + l) ) (An+m+u-An+i,i+6+ . . . }
, MT. 1 > fXN+M+3 . XN+H+4 , H i±H±5 , ) .*+ U'l +1; t n + M + 3 ‘ M + M+ 4 N+M+ 5 * * J 
P( N , M) °°- - -(2T. + 2)S (N)) (XN+i4+3”XN+M+5 + XN+M+7-. . .)
” (n +2~( 2i,T+2 ̂ S (M+1 ) j (X]vJ+pr+L+’-Xrj+^+0 + X̂ T+^+Q-. . .)
....rrXN+M+3.XN+H+4. X N + N + R t
+ al + l),vi n + M+ 3+ ri + M+4 • 4 • M + M + R
. r X K+M+R+1.X K + K ± R ± 2 , XN+H+P+3 ,1* n+N + R M+M+R+l ■ N+M+-R+-2 ;
(NOTE:- This last approximation has been made because I can
"  ̂R+1
I R analytically (See APR. E)Ap
whereas I have not found y — p“ )
/C «/V
f ind
C a s e  2 41 + 1
S'(N) _1(tI+2-( 2K+2 ̂  1T^OT+6 +• • •))
+x iÌ¥;ri"(2N+2:>(T^-fT^+j|^7-
+X 2( nT’2“ 2̂II + 2 H Ti¥4~>f+'6+H + 8_
N r ______
“X 3( N + l ( 2N+2 5( F+2“‘T+5TiT+?- *
1 1 + : 1
M
~X 4 ( N + 2  ̂21 '+ 2 ' { t ; + 4 “ M + 6 + N + 3 “
+ XN+l(|^2-(2H+2)fNT-4-I-f76 + ...
+ XN+2 ( ̂ 2I!+2 > iiI+3->!+5+ • * • i)
+ AN+3((2N+2){Ti  -iT̂  + ...>) +
T1 ( N)  (X1 - X 3 +X5 - . . . +XN)
+T2(N) (-1+X2-Xu ...+Xk+1)
+xij+2i i m  - t i o d )
CH)oo= T1CK).B - T2 ( N ) . A + <f>(N)
Case 3 N - 41+2
S/ (N)co = -T1GO.A - T2(M).p/ + «{,(10
Case 4 N = 41 + 3
S/(N)co = -T1(N).B/+ T2O0.A +  ̂(II)
To calculate ^(10 take
N, X _ r _N + l
H = 2 9
4> CN) =■ H -(2102) (Trk)j'X HN+l N + 2  '  '  —  • +- / v N + 3  'J a  N  +  Lf 
+( ì # ì " ( 2 H  +  2 )  X N + e
12 6
+ Íñ + 1~(2:! + 2) (N+3"N + 5+ - • ♦*iï+3v) XN+30 
+ mT- ̂>.T-l o " (~9 “ ( 2 N + 2 ̂ j ̂ J,T.
N + 4 K+6 ' N+7 - ...
+ ^ T+2 ~ (2Î + 2) (tTTT|-^T6+ -• *”H+To) XN + 31
1 1 1
N+2 N+3 41+2 ' ' “ 'N + 4' "N+5
+ ( à  - ( 2N + 2 ) (tt-h “rTiT ) Ì XTr.■N+2
VT
' •  5
and (refer eqn. *) P(N,29)0O.= - 2N+2)S(N)) (An+32-X
+ ' ' * T " , iïï+2_(2N+2)SO; + l)) C ̂  Ì t+3 3 - ̂ jt + 3 5 + X ̂ j + 3 7 _ . . . )
+ A(N ,29)
where A<H,29> = (N+l) (^|f-2+^ | 3 +.. . )
ror IT- UI where I integer
p <n >2 9 >~ = -  (ñ 7 1 - ( 2 K + 2 ) s '(M)) (a - ( I - X î +X**-. . . - A jî +3 q))
" (fî+2- (2N+2)S,(Ì'+1-)} (R7 -(Xi-\3+...-Xjij+31)) + A(n ,29)
N = UI +1 ■ "
P ( N , 2 9 )
(fTTi-(2K+2)Sn:) j (B - ( X i - X 3 + . . .-XN+3n))
M+31- (|j7 9 -(2 N+2 )sa:+l)) ((I-X2 + . . . + XMJ.01 )_a ) + A ( N , 2 9 )
M=4I+2
P<N,29>„ = - (r $i -(2K+2)S/(N)) (C1-X2+. . .+ XN+30) - a )
- Tñ +2-(2íí+2)S(N + 1)) ((X1-X3 + . . ,+Xn+31)_b<) + A(N,29)
N=4I+3
PO',29)„ = - (yIf1-(2H + 2)S(N)) ((A1-X3 + . . .+XN+30) _¿)
- (fjXö-(2N+2)S(N + l)j (A - C1-X 2 + X*.-. . .-A,,,,, )) +A(K,29)
and A(r.,29) = ( N + l ^ l i 2
-* (N+l)ffAl±32 
'lj-N + 3 2
X13+ 3 3
M+33 +... )X.0 j. “N+3 3 , .''N + 2 9 + Rìlr ' - ~ - + * • . + >t , on . tV J !N+3 3 N+29+R J
K5
1 2 7
( N + R+30 XN+R+31 , XN+R+32 , -,
Ui+p + ?Q N+R+30 + 'N+R+31 ' +  • • •  JN R 29
Take R =100
A (N , 2 9 ) * (N+l)[i-^H 






+ f%TN+130 + A N +131 + X N +13 2 +
v N +12 9 N +13 0 N+131
and CN+CN+2
- D = ( I  + X 1 +X2 + . . .+Xjr+1 ) + x^+1
+ ^ Q D . A  + T?(N).B + <j> ( N )
= ( I  + X 1 +A2 + . . • +Xn+ 1 )+Xn+1 + T1 (K) . B - T 2 (M) .A+<i>(K) 
= ( I  + X 1 +X2 + . . . +XK + 1 ) + XK+1 +T1 ( N ) . A - T 2 (N) . B + <p(;'i) 
= ( 1  + X 1 + X2 + . . • + X¡j + 2 ) XK + 1- T 1 (KT).B+T2 a .n < A+^ a ! )
Now v;e need to find C,,/-R
Case 1 N=UI 
"MCm/-B = X2 + X3 + X6 + X7+...+X^_2 + ̂]\T-i
+ ̂ N - l~XN-3 + * * )
+N+Î  ̂X M” X N- 2  + * • • “  ̂2 +1 )
II _N+2TlN + l "N-l
+ Ì7f^(XN + 2“XM+---+X2“1)
+ --̂ L12 ( X̂T , T ~XM - X 3 + X 1 )
+ . . .
- ( X 2 + X 3 + X 6 + X 7 X "K j_2  X j, I - l )
+ (XN- 1
+ s o n »
_ X
N- 3  + • . .+ X3 - X i )
s ' « ) .  = 1 .  N. C
1
N+l
. 1 .  + _ L
N+3 N+5 ” )
+ X 1 . N. ( 1v M+2
1 1
"  N+U + Ñ+6 -  • • • )
- X2 .N. c 1v N+l
1 1
“  N+3 + N+5 “ • • • )
N = 4I 
N-4I+1
N-4I+2










U2 ̂ ^  = n +2 
Then SCN) = U,
1 l + 1N + 2 - Ñ + 4 M + 6 9
1 1 r
N+3 M+5 T N + 7 •
1 1 1
N + 4 N+6 + N+8 ““ «
1  ̂ 1
N+3 N+5 _ • • t
1 . i
N + 4 M + 6 • • •
) .N. (1-X 2 + .ft • • +xN) +
• N. ( 7T+1“u1cn) ) + X
rT ( (  ̂ - * i,. V. V p+2_ r1+3+_i-H+b )
1
 ̂ t •••
+ X K.( 7Ti5-U2(N)) + XM+5.N.(U2(M)-(jjf2-M+tt))
+ ^m +7*k * ̂ F + 5 “R+4+H+B^“U2 ^ 1̂  + •'•
= U1(N) .M. (1-X2 + . . .+XirXfT+2 + . . . )
+  h7 J ( N ) . M . ( X i - X 3 + . . . + Xj.;+ 1 -X j.T+ 3 + • . . )
1 1 1 1>.J ' ± J. L J- JL
+K+lXN+2 " N4T+l~ftgXK+4 + K?(̂ +l~f!+3+f!+B)XM+6 •
J. N , 1 I n . T / 1 1 . 1 n ,
+N+"2Mi+3 " *'^>T+2"N+ÏÏ^N+5 + N ^ÏÏ+2“I~4+fîT6 ̂ N+7 “ 
H v / /S(N) = U10i).N.A + U2(N).N.B + <j> ( N )
where <¡/( N ) = Tjif’1XN+ 2~- (ÑTl“>T+3 ) xN+^ + N (TT^l”ÑT3 + íT+5 } AN + 6"-*-
_L . + -l~)xN+l“N+3 • * V N + M aN+Kt 1
+N+2xN+3 N(N+2“N+4/AN+5
1 1 ̂Xm + c; + L ("m + 2 ”h + 4 + fj + 6 ' ̂ N + 7 • • •
+ M f ■ 1. —!_ iv N + 2 N + 4 + • • •




M = 4.J+1 wfiere J integer
P (M,M)W = (tí+1_Ñ+1+* * •"K+L?) XN+M+ 3
+N '•M + l“i'T+3+ * • * +H+K+4) XK + M+ 5• » •
♦ • •
“  N ( n + 2  N  +  4  +
+ N CffT2-NTtr-





-n (r +i -(s/(k)+
'! 1
* N+M+52 N + M+5
1 1 )) ̂  N+M+7oi. N+K+7
-N(],j+ 2 _ ^  0-!+1)+2 ¡m  ¡.- + 4 "O 7 fi + K+4
+N(ioi-2-(S (1I+1)"7
“M n +2“^  (U + D + 2  fj+H+8^) ̂ M+K+8
2 N+M+6^ ̂ N+M+6
1 1
~N(hT + l S (N)) (xN+M+3’“xN+H+5+# * 0
+ (^N+K+4“^N+H+6+- *
N, 1 . , 1 . . >+!Tl N+M+3* N+M+'3 N+K+4* N+M+4 * * 'J
The last series is the same as in eqn. * P-
■ when N - 41 + 1 .
H
S (N)CO = U1(N).N.B/- U2(N).N.A + <p( N)
n = 41 + 2
S^O!) _oo = -UiOO.M.A - U2(N).N.B/+ /(N)
. N r 41 + 3
//
S (N)«, = -U1(N).N.B + U?CN).N.A + </( N )
; for relevant ChT we obtain
ci
= 2 +c 2
-B ' 1+2X
U1(l).B7- U2(l).A + /(l)
!-2U1(2).A-2U2(2).B7+ / ( ? )
1 3 0
7§ = Xi-l-Sl^O) .B* + 3U2 ( 3 ) . A+ 2 A 2 + f( 3 )
Ç
= A 2 + 2 A 3-X l+LiU^ ( 4 ) . A+klJ^ ( k) . B + <j)(4)
SECTION D.U
RESULTS OBTAINED FOR b
FORTRAN programmes COSH 2) found the xR using the 
preceding theory and Case 2, Case 2A and Case 2B ware 
run as for COSI(l). •
The whole of Case 2A except the unadjusted and adjusted 
coefficients is shown and the Z( 1) to 7.(108) and the 
iteration loops of Case 2B are shown. '
See APP. E (Section E.2.2) for a description of COSH 25- 
Case 2A.
The values of the right hand sides calculated agree 
fairly closely with those of COSI(l) (within a few percent 
in most cases) which indicates that the theory used in 
CCSI(l) was correct except for the one known error.
Since the coefficients of the equations are the same
and the Z fs are close in both COSI(i) and COSH 2), the 
solutions for xn are naturally close, though the COSH 2) 
solutions night be excepted to be better. The equivalent 













<5 x n I n i t i a  1
X
New x
r i . Ü2 4 0 G . 4 8 3 1 0
oi—
i
oLO. 2 ■ ■
3 . 1 5 9 2 4 2 . 6 3 4 6 0 2 . 7 9 3 8 4 4 . 0 2 3 5 5 . 4 9 7 1 0 . 5 2 0 6 5
5 . 0 1 1 7 6 . 8 9 9 2 0 . 9 1 0 9 6 6 . 0 5 5 6 0 . 8 9  5 7 0 . 9 5 1 3 0
7 . 0 0 2 2 4 . 6 2 2 6 0 . 6 2 4 3 4 8 . 0 0 2 0 5 . 4 2 9 2 0 . 4 3 1 2 5
9 . 0 7 5 5 2 . 8 7 9 1 0 . 9 5 4 6 2 1 0 - . 0 2 1 1 6 . 1 1 0 1 0 . 0 8 8 9 4
1 1 . 0 3 6 1 1 . 6 8 1 2 0 1 . 0 1 7 3 1 1 2 . 0 0 1 6 8 . 1 8 1 1 0 . 1 8 2 7 8
1 3 . 0 1 6 2 6 . 7 4 3 S 0 . 7 6 0 1 6 114 . 0 0 6 2 7 . 2 6 6 9 0 . 2 7 5 1 7
1 5 . 0 0 6 1 6 . 6 2 4 7 0 . 6 3 0 8 6 |l 6 . 0 0 3 3 9 . 1 7 3 7 0 . 1 7 7 0 9
1 7 . 0 2 6 6 9 . 7 1 2 7 0
CDCOO'COr-• ¡1 8 . 0 0 3 9 9 . 0 8 5 5 0 . 0 8 9 4 9
1 9 . 0 2 2 7 9 . 7 6 8 7 0 . 7 9 1 4 9 2 0 . 0 1 0 1 7 . 1 1 4 5 0 . 1 2 4 6 7
2 1 . 0 1 0  6 6 . 6 6 3 6 0 . 6 7 4 2 6 2 2 . 0 0 8 2 9 . 1 4 6 5 0 . 1 5 4 7 9
2 3 . 0 0 8 6 8 . 5 8 2 9 0 . 5 9 1 5 8 ! 2 *4 . 0 0 3 7 8 . 1 0 3 1 0 . 1 0 6 8 8
2 5 . 0 0 8 7 6 . 6 3 3 3 0 . 6 4 2  0 6 ' 2 6 . 0 0 5 3 2 . 0 6 5 4 0 . 0 7 0 7 2
2 7 . 0 1 0 0 ? . 6 6 9 1 0 . 6 7 9 1 3 3 . 0 0 5 5 1 . 0 9 1 4 0 Í . 0 9 6 9 1
2 9 . 0 •-> 9 9 3 . G0 4 7 0 . 6 1 4 6 3 13 0 . 0 0 8 2 1 . 1 0 4 6 0 I . 1 1 2 3 1
3 1 . 0 0 1 6 2 . 5 5 9 3 0 . 5 6 0 9 2 |32 . 0 0 9 5 2 . 0 6 9 8 0 i . 0 7 9 3 2
3 3 - .  0 0 0 3 8 . 5 8 8 0 0 . 5 8 7 6 2 ; 3 4 . 0 0 5 4 8 . 0 5 1 0 0 ! . 0 5 6 4 8
3 5 . 0 0 7 6 2 . 6 0 4 4 0 . 6 1 2 0 2 ¡ 3 6 . 0 0 2 3 7 . 0 7 3 9 0 ¡ . 0 7 6 2 7
3 7 . 0 0 1 6 6 . 5 6 7 2 0 . 5 6 8 8 6 ! 3 8 . 0 0 4 8 8 . 0 8 4 1 0 ! . 0 8 8 9 8
3 9 -  . 0 0 5 8 6 . 5 3 8 7 0 . 5 3 2 8 4 14 0 . 0 0 5 6 2 . 0 6 0 7 0 i . 0 6 6 3 2
4 1 -  . 0 0 7 8 7 . 5 5 9 1 0 . 5 5 1 2 3 142 . 0 0 5 4 7 . 0 4 3 6 0 I . 0 4 9 0 7
4 3 - . 0 0 5 5 8 . 5 7 1 9 0 . 5 6 6 3 2 |4 4 . 0 0 7 9 5 . 0 5 4 3 0 ¡ . 0 6 2 2 °
4 5 - . 0 1 1 2 3 . 5 4 6 7 0 . 5 3 5 4 7 : 4 6 . 0 0 7 2 9 . 0 6 5 0 0 ! . 0 7 2 2 9
4 7 - . 0 1 5 1 3 . 5 2 4 1 0 . 5 0 8 9 7 * 48 . 0 1 1 4 3 . 0 4 4  9 0 . 0 5 6 3 3
4 9 - . 0 2 4 3 5 . 5 4 9 1 0 . 5 2 4 7 5
 ̂ - - *
5 0 . 0 1 6 5 9 . 0 2 6 7 0 . 0 4 3 2 9_____ __ -...—i
Results of C0SI(2) Case 2A are similar to COSI(i)
Case 2 A and the new xn are very similar in both cases. 
Naturally, the Case 2A results are significantly
different from the Case 2 results, since completely 
vjrong initial values were chosen for Case 2 .
The results of C0SIC2) Case 2B were again not as good as 
was hoped and were not significantly better than Case 2A. 
Whether this is due to the approximations assumed or an 





APPENDIX TO APPENDIX D.
1 3 4
SECTION K . 1
CALCULATION OF VARIOUS SERIES USED IN APPENDIX 0
Section E. 1 . 1  To find S1CN) which is
- 1  + 5 + 7ft+l N+3 N+5 N+7 + ' ‘ '
This series does not converge, but finding the middle of
the oscillation appears to give useful results.
also true for S2(N) 5 s£(N), and, S2ÜO •
S1(N) = (n + 1 “
3




" N + 7 + .J
- Li_ .n+ 3
3




N + 9 + .J
= ( d  - J L ,N+l ' - ci - JL )N+3 ' + (1 ~ JS- )N+5'
- (ci - N + 2 v N + 3; - (1 -
N + 2 n 
N + 5; r (1 -
N+ 2 ̂ 
N + 7 '
= ((l-i+i-... ) - N( 1N+l “ -i. +N+3
1
N + 5
- (ci-i+i ■ (N+2)(N+3 -
1
N + 5 + -LN+7
Si(N) = -N( -...) + <N+2)(̂
This
»
_ L  +N + 5
is
. )
Case 1 N=4I where I integer 
si(N) =
- -nJ-CN+2)*+N(1-|+^ • .-¿i) + (N+2)(l-f L 
S^(N) = 2(N+1) (-•̂ '+( 1-y+g-. . .
Case 2 N=4I+2
V 10 = 2(N + l)(-f+Cl-4+---+NTl)) + jjïï *
Case 3 N=4I+1
S2(N). = -N(floge2-(fi-Jt...+ïïf1))+(N + 2)((-|4---+N?i)-7loge2)
S^(N) = 2 (N+l) ( ( 2~4+ ’ * * ~n TÎ ̂ -f^°®e2) + N+l
1 3 5
Case 4 N=4I+3
SX(N) = 2(N+l)(-|loge2-(-|-i- + 1N-l >) . N+2N+l
Section D .1 . 2  To find S, (N) which is
2 _ 2+4 4+6
N+2 N+4 N+ 6 ~ •
similarly to S,(N)
S2 (N) = -N( N+2 N+4 N+6 ) + (N+2 ) (-,N+4 N+6 N+8 )
Case 1  N=4I
S2 (N) = 2(N+l)(-iloge2-(i-i..._i)) + 1
Case 2 N=4I+2
S2 (N) = 2<N+l)(-Jloge2-(£-J-.v +i)) + 1
Case 3 N=*+I + l
S2 (N) = 2CN+1) (-f-d-^ + g-. . ,+i)) + 1
Case H N=4I+3
S2 (N) = 2(N+1) ( d - 3  + 5 . • + 1
Section E. 1.3 To find CM)
1 3  5
N+l~N+3+N+’S" ' ' '
S^(N) ~ N (f^l"N+3+NT5_•••^
T 1 1 1
S^N) = 2 " N n̂T2“NTU+N + 6” * * ' ̂
Case 1 N=UI 







+N+6 “N+8 > -••
• • •
1 3 6





S^^CN) = y-N^loggl-C-g--^. . .+jjTi)) N > 5
S2(N) = 7-N i<1-i+5 ‘--+I )-F)
si(1) = y  - i loge2
N=UI+2
= ——n r c i +~-) 12 1 3 * * N-l; '4>
= • •+J )-r1°f?e2)
Case 4 N=4I+3
S^(N) = y-N ((y-y. . . ) -S-l°ge2j 
S2'(N) = fN(^-(l44...4>)
Section E.1.4
Using ( j ^ )  = 1+Xi£+X2E2+X3£3+
Calculation of A ~ 1 A 2 A *+ A 6 A 8
B =Ai~A3+ As_A7+ • • •
e •= 1 gives r l = lU+ai
e • r1+i.U-ai= - 1 gives
R(1 — i l+<*i
1—1 c* 11 - A 2 + A if . . •(1)
Im ("l+3i) = lni(l-A2 + Au . . . ) + RCAi-As+As-...) ...(2)
R (̂  - ai ~ RC1-A2+A*»-...) + Im(Ai-A3+A5- ...) ...(3)
Im (-j— qJi) = Im( 1-A 2 + A ̂ . . . ) - R(Ai-A3 + A5-...)
CU+i-LU i|R (i=i.)/ + / = r (i - x 2+ x -̂. ..)
------  , i .1 .• .*■ - i + i . A  r T„lJlm(lTii) + I m ^ T ^ )  ] = Iu,( 1-X2 + X-- . . .)« • «
1 3 7
7 p̂  iria)^- = Im(Xl -X3 +X5 -.. .)i-kx y
To find , let a = U + iV
then i1_i 1//& - i-d -V-ny _ -i n  „v+iT) \/a■vl+aiJ ' l )
= 1.646 + .456i when U = -.4706 V= .8824
Similarly = .8828 + .2280i
So R( 1- X 2+ X ̂  X 6+ # # # ) = 1.23414 ^ from above theory
Im(l-X2+X*»-X6+. . , ) = .3h 184 \ using the prog-
R(X i-X 3 + X s-,,. ) = .11395 rammes COSI to cal
Im(Xi~X3+X5-...) CO 00 rH 1—1j+-.1II culate the values
But 1-X2 + X«*-. . . = A
and X 1-X 3 + X 5-... /= B
So A = 1.23414 + . 3418 4i 
/
B = .11395 - . Ul'138i
Section E.l . 5  To find \ 0 + ^ + l ± + X s  + ------------ ~ 2 3 k * * •
= i+AiC + A2C2 + A3C3+. . . -
n i f k f ^  ~~ ~ i + X l l o g \ + x l i + ^ * ‘ ‘ - (i)
l+^v " --L" T 2 ■
Mow r -'Tjr-l) i|+a)' + (l+«)cosh"]/d+a)//(1’:'a) '!'c
(2) C is const, of intgn.
3 ‘ 4
ASo / (i+lt) h
but also
r
1 . e . , „ , X 3 X*»X ? + 1 - + Q +Z. o
= C
- _ X 3 XH X 5= -1 +X2 + +  “3 + -q_+
= 1 + r
1 3 8
Nov; find C.
By substituting a small value for £ (say .1) in can. (1), 
we can obtain a very accurate value for the right hand
side by taking only a few terms. Equating this to the left 
hand side then gives a numerical value for /
This must then equal the r.h.s. of eqn. (2), obtained by •
substituting .1 in it. .
Thus, C can be calculated.
The r.h.s. of eqn. (1), with £ = .1,
= —9.U3712 + 1.00808i (as calculated by C03I(2)) 
The r.h.s. of eqn. (2), with K = .1,
= -7.88185 + . 89315i + C
This gives C = -1.54927 + .11493i
so X2 + q? + +... = -.54927 + .114931 . *
SECTION E.2 .
DESCRIPTION OF FORTRAN PROGRAMMES USED.
Section E.2.1 FORTRAN programme C O S K I ) Case 2B
£The programme first reads the value of a = (k/h)— -4 in
*1 , g ithis case. It then calculates a = --— and hencea - J. .
9 3 1 9  9a , a ,. . . , a .
Lines 1 to 16 of the printout show the real values of 
a0,^1 , ..., otl "and lines 17 to 32 show the imaginary 
values of a ,0. a ,
It then calculates X1,^2 , by the method on p,195
1 3 9
and also calculates
1 + X i ,  I + X 1 +X2 , I + X 1 +X2 +X3 * . . .  .
The real values of Xi to X 1 99 are then printed (lines 33 to 
48 ), tnen the imaginary values (lines 4 9 to 64 ) and then the
A/
real and imaginary values of I* for N = 1 to 199 (lines
r *o  T
65 to 8 0, and 81 to Sc ).
hote that £ X must be close to 0 since the infinite sum is 0. *-
¥0 wever where N is as great as the programme makes it is
siill far from insignificant and so the finite sum is large
r - 2Ai (1-i ) / ;t
(a-i)'^
e n o u m  to oxgnif ocaoit •
Next the programme calculates B where
see p . 68
The value is .62533 + 2.25764i and is precisely that 
calculated by CALC, which did not take advantage of the 
FORTRAN compiler1s ability to handle complex variables. 
Next the programme calculates S^Cl), S^( 2),..., S^(53) 
and 8 2 (1 ) 5  3 ^ ( 2 ) , S ^ ( S 3 )  and prints these (lines 98 to
102 and 103 to 107). It then calculates but does not print
sgl), s'(2), s'(3), Sp4) and
Sgl) , S2 <2 ) , So ( 3 ) , Sp^) .
f
It then calculates and prints A and B as shown on pages 136 
and p37 . Then are shown the real values of 6 1 , ^ 2  (£52
and the imaginary values of same as calculated on p.110 ,
then the real and imaginary values of <f) 1 , $2 , ^ 3 , «fn» as 
shown on p. (lines 218 and 219) .
O  \ T |\T _J_ 2
Then are shown the real values of ---g— :— ■—  N-1,52
and the corresponding imaginary values. These are derived
from eqns. * on p. m .
Next are shown , A^ , A^ , . . . , A ^see P*73 )> then the
real and imaginary parts of C , Ct , C , C as derived from
-L \J *T
the eqns. on pp. 112 - 113. Then are calculated Z(l) to 
Z(108) (lines 238 to 246), which are the amounts which must 
be added to the r.h.s.!s of the adjusted equations (assumin
initial values of b ) to mive the correct r.h.s.’s.n ' •
From the Â _, Aj , etc. then are calculated the coeffs. of
the unadjusted eqns. and hence the coeffs. of the adjusted 
eqns.. viz. .
eqn. 1 = sixth eqn. - first eqn.
eqn. 3 = first eqn. - eighth eqn.
eqn. 4 = third eon. + fourth eqn.
eqn. 5 = = second eqn. + sixth eqn.
eqn. 6 = first eqn. + fifth eon. etc.
(These coefficients are, of course, the same as for
CALC Case2)
The amounts which have to be added to the initial values
o f  t h e  x ?s a r e  t h e n  f o u n d  i n  t h e  n o r m a l  w a y .
1 4 1
Section E.2.2 FORTRAN programme C0SI(2) Case 2A
The programme calculates the aR and An as does
COSI(l). It then calculates 1+Xi, I+X1 +X2 , ...
x ' e ' L xr for> N= 1 to 60 only and then PD(1),PD(2),...PD(60) 
t~o
where PD(1) = -1+X 2 +X 3/2+X ■. / 3 +. . .+x 1 3 0 /12 9
PDC2) - —I+X2+X3/2+ . . . +X130/128+x131/130
PD(60)= -1+x 2+ ... +X189/I88
Axl these values are, of course, very close to the constant 
C calculated on p . . The real parts and the imaginary
parts of PD(1) to FD(60) are shown on the listing.
Then are calculated the realparts and the imaginary parts
^ ̂ A 1 51“A2 9 A 1 ~ A 3 ji^Az^A^ 5* • • ji-Az'^A^’"« * • "* A 1 o o
The higher terms of these are, of course, approximately 
equal to A and B respectively, as calculated on p.136 .
It then prints S(l) to S(52) and then T-̂ (i) to ^(52).
These are extremely small, as stated on p. 122.:.;; . :; .
It then prints the r.h.s. of eqn. (1) with £ = .1
The next line is the real and imaginary parts ofZ jb ”- 
when E, = . 1  VIZ 2.72034 - 1.37850i 
The next but one line is
cosh-1 A -  VIZ 1.79268 0.491751 + a
and due to possible ambiguity of signs taken in the function 
(cosh-^Z = log (Z + i/l-Z2 )], the correctness of this
function is checked by calculating and printing the cosh 
of this value VIZ 2.72034 - 1.37850i, which is correct.
14 2
C is then printed and followed by A and B/ as for COSI(l) 
This is followed by the real values of $(1) to $(52) and 
the imaginary values of $(1) to $(52).
Then is printed the real values of $ /(l), $ /(2), $ y( 3) 
and $ (4) and then the corresponding imaginary values.
From this the real values of ^N+^N+2 N = 1 to 52 and the
-B
corresponding imaginary values are shown as for COSI(l). 
These are quite close to the COSI(l) values.
The rest of C0SIC2) is the same as COSI(l).
1 4 3
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